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ecord reaking spring blizzard
caps hardest winter in 27 years ·
by Jacki Moss
A monster spring blizzard
slammed into Aroostook county
last Wednesday morning, dropping more than 26 inches of
snow accompanied by high
winds and blinding whiteout
conditions.
The record-breaking offseason storm closed roads
schools, businesses and govern~
ment offices throughout the
area to finish the heaviest
snowfall year since 1955. It was
the worst single storm on
record at the National Weather
Service in Caribou.
The April 7 storm hit the
County just after midnight bringing low visibility and slippery driving conditions by
daylight. Most residents left the
roads to plow crews, accounting
for no storm related accidents
reported by area hospitals.
Ray Glynn of the National
Weather Service in Caribou
said that the spring blizzard
brought the year's total accumulation to 156.3 inches for
the second heaviest snowfall
year since 1939. The County
received 181.1 inches in 1954-55.
A record 34.8 inches of snow
have fallen in April, according
to Glynn, with 26.3 inches accounted for by last Wednesday's storm. The previous
record for a single storm was
24.4 inches in 1961.
The average accumulation
for April had been eight inches
and Glynn said that this is the
first year he can remember that
"the Easter bunny had to come
to town by ski-doo."
High winds and temperatures
that hovered just above longstanding records made for a

miserable winter, but no other
records were broken, according
to the weather serVIce.
But the severe winter strained household and government
resources throughout the area
as the weather and economic
climate combined to deliver a
one-two punch to tight public
and private budgets.
Area highway departments
have felt the pinch as overtime
wages, increased fuel costs,
higher volumes of sand and salt
and increased equipment
maintenance drained snow
removal budgets at a faster
than normal rate. Limestone
town manager Tom Stevens
said that the town "has already
spent as much in 1982 so far as
we spent in all of 1981."
Stevens reported that removing snow from. · roadsides to
dumping grounds has created

extraordinary expenses this prior years when approximateyear. He said that snow ly one third of the funds
removal results in greater fuel budgeted had been used by the
and overtime expenditures than end of March.
"just pushing snow out of the
Connors said however that,
way. But when there's nowhere " April is going to prove to be exfor it to go, you have to haul it pensive for the city due to last
out."
Wednesday's storm. The
Stevens cited a "compound weather situation that develops
effect" of high winds and cold throughout the balance of this
temperatures that made the month and during May could
snow heavy and hard this year, prove to be critical as far as our
accounting for increased equip- budget is concern~."
In Caribou, city manager
ment down time and repairs.
Presque Isle City Manager Terry St. Peter reported inDana Connors said that the city . creases in "diesel fuel costs and
had budgeted $642,500 for the maybe a little more overtime
Public Works Department and because the crews are covering
that during the first three mon- more territory, but we haven't
ths of the year had spent had any problems" coping with
$219,700. Connors noted that the the harsh winter. He cited effeccity had spent $205,500 for the tive contingency planning for
same period in 1981. He added the city's smooth operation this
that expenditures for both 1981 winter and said that "there has
and 1982 were consistent with (Turn to Page 2 - This Section)

NORTH STAR CLUB -- The senior citizens' North
Star Club had 'dinner in Sinclair in March. Attending were, left to right, Mrs. Clarence An
derson, Mrs. Ernest Gunnerson, Ernest Gunnerson, Mrs. Fritz Anderson, Mrs. Annie Antworth,
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Clarence Anderson, Mrs. Olga Sandstrom, Mr~.
Elvie Johnson, Mrs. Ruth Anderson, Mrs. ElSIe
Anderson, Mrs. Hilma Hede and ,Mrs. Queenie
Peterson.

Little dyn, rno
stirs cro~d
for Jes s

I

By Peter Taber
Of The NEWS st f
WEST OLD TOWN - His bunched little
fist whirling around alongs" e his head,
Little Michael takes a dee breath and
screams into the micr hone, "The
trouble with the church is here are too
many sissies!"
"Oh, yes, that's rightr
woman in the congreg
Several others murmur, "A
Drawing himself up td
feet, 10 inches, the ni ' - year

evangelical preacher, gos el singer and
faith heal~r from ColumbU , Ga., pauses a
dramatic half second a
then asks in a
virtual stage whisper, , id you know
there are some Christia~s ho won't even
bother to fight the devil? '
It is Thursday evening d every pew in
the Full Gospel Churc of the Good
(Cont'd. on Page Col. 1)

Child preacher exhorts crowd

Latest tremor Monday

Quakesh
by Mike Sarnon
Aroostook and eastern New
Brunswick residents were
shaken 7:54 a.m. Saturday by
the worst earthquake to strike
the area in over 100 years.
Dishes were rattled, cracks
appeared in roadways, walls,
windows and foundations, but
no major damage has been
reported.
Labeled a "moderate"
tremor by geophysicists at the
Earthquake Information Center
in Denver, Colo., ·the quake
registered 5.9 on the Richter
scale. This scale is a measure of
ground motion as measured by
seismographs. The tragic
Alaskan earthquake tipped the
scale at 8.3 to 8.4 and the Los
Angeles, Calif. earthquake,
which 'toppled freeway overpasses and buildings,
registered 6 to 7 points on the
scale.

Congressional Medal of Honor Winner Edward !>alghre~ of Mars
Hill is shown shaking hands with Maine Amentan LeglO~ St~te
Adjutant Daniel E. Lambert. Orrington, during a dedication
ceremony held at the Togus V A Center on \'~tcrans Day.
Dalghren, A World War II combat infantryman With the famed
J6th Division, won the Medal of Honor in Italy during combat.

Waverly
Person,
a
geophysicist at the Earthquake
Center, was reported as stating
in the Jan. 10 issue of the Maine
Sunday Telegram, "Luckily, it
was centere~ in a remote area.
If it were in a city or town It
would have caused some
damage and likely some injuries." The. earthquake's
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epicenter was located 25 miles
east-northeast of Plaster Rock,
according to figures from the
center, but tremors were felt as
far away as New York City.
The area has been shaken by
nearly 200 aftershocks, the
largest measuring 5.8 on the
scale and occurring Monday at
4:41 p.m. This is not unusual.
said John Minsch, another
geophYSIcist at the Colorado
center. In a phone conversation
Monday, he commented that
these aftershocks "can go on for
a few weeks or a few months,
it's impossible to generalize."
The northern Aroostook and
eastern New Brunswick area is
considered seismically active.
Figures from the Department
of the Interior's U.S. Geological
Survey show that there have
been over 82 earthquakes In
Maine in the last 165 years. The
most active decade was the
1920's.

Although most of these
quakes took place in the
southern and central portions of
the state, a number do occur in
our area. The Bangor Daily
News cited several in its Jan. 11
issue. In October 1976 one
measuring 3.5 on the Richter
scale was centered in the St.
La\vrence River and felt in nor-

thern Maine, several small
tremors were felt in the area of
St. Francis on Dec. 29, 1977 and
a tremor measurIng 5.4 was
centered in the St. Lawrence
River on Aug. 19, 1979.
A team of geophYSIcists from
the Weston, Mass Geophysical
Observatory will be in the area
to study the likelihood of future
quakes In the Maine-New
Brunswick area. Also partiCipating will be the Maine
Geological Survey of the state
Department of Conservation
and UMPI.
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William Forbes, professor at
UMPI and noted geologist
reportedly said recently, "We
don't yet know the exact cause
and the consequences in the
future." He and his colleagues
hope to determine these things
by "profiling" the tremors.
Forbes went on to say that the
earthquake was likely caused
when pressure built up in the
earth's crust and the elastic
limits of rock materials were
exceeded, with a resultant rupture. .'The strain keeps on
building and building, and there
is a rupture accompanied by
movement of rocks, the
magnitude of which we don't
yet know."
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MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) .- An elderly
woman who ha hit 11 people with her car
since 1978, killing three, has forfeited her
driver's licen rather than tak another driving test.
Gertrude Karrniol, 81, mailed her license to
state officials in Tallahassee after being ordered to retake the written eye and driver's
road tests on Friday.
"I would like to ... return it to the state of
Florida " she said in a typewritten letter to
Donald 1Keirn, chief of the bureau of driver
improvement.
.'Thank you for your assistance in seeing
that my license gets to the correct department to accomplish the removal of my name
from activ driver's status," Mrs. Karmiol
wrote in the letter dated March 4.
"Driving was a pleasurable thing for her. It

'turn 'Ii en
!

LUMBERING CREW - This is a crew of Iu~ber worke~s
gathered around a log hauler in Stockholm durmg the ~920 s
when the bustling little town prospered in the lumber busmess.

50
who worked in the woods, cutAt that time , there were 1 men
·d t·f· d We welcome
.
d Th men are um en 1 le .
ting and hauhng woo . e
·th "Looking Back." (Photo
the loan of old photographs for use WI
courtesy of Elvie Johnson )
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.Record breaking spring blizzard
caps hardest winter in 27 years
(From Page 1- This Section )
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not been a significant increase
in expenditures."
County school systems
reported an unusual number of
snow days this year, with all
area schools closed by last
Wednesday 's unseasonable blizzard.
Assistant School Superintendent Irvin Belanger said that
Caribou has had "more closings
this year than for the past five
or six years. In fact, we hadn't
lost a total day to a storm for
about five years" prior to the
1981-82 season. Belanger said
that Caribou students will have
three make-up days this year.
Area fire departments
reported no . significant increases in woodstove-related
fires due to the longer winter.
Spoksemen attributed the good

record to greater public
awareness of stove safety and
to free inspection programs
conducted
by
County
firefighters .
But the hard wint~r has had
considerable human costs. At
Cary Medical Center in
Caribou, spokesman Bill Flagg
said that the elderly have been
e:::pecially hard hit. Flagg noted
a marked increase in the
number and dura tion of
respiratory ailments among
older patients. " The flus seem
to have lingered longer this
year," he said.
But Flagg said that last
week's blizzard didn't result. in
a significant increase in
emergency patients because
" people are smart enough not to
go out in the storms unless they
have to." He selid the hospital
was fully staffed during the last

storm due to " a lot of cooperation and dedicated people who
worked double shifts, late hours
and on their off days. "
General Assistance budgets
have also been hit harder than
usual this year, with the
physical and economic climates
both contributing to the
pressure. " This is the worst
winter I've seen in ten years,"
said Presque Isle GA administrator Mona Blanchard.
" We've had a drastic increase
in expenditures this year."
Blanchard said t hat
assistance costs are up by $8,199
over last winter, from $29,259 to
$36,458 for the four month
periods --a 29 percent increase.
Caribou GA administrator
Ellen Gendreau attributed the
increased demand to the higher
cost of living and high
unemployment rates. She said

that fuel assistance costs have
increased this season, but cited
a cutback in federal fuel aid
programs formerly ad ministered by the Aroostook
County Action Program. Gendreau also noted a higher
number of requests for help
with utility bills and food costs .
Last week's storm forced tht
cancellation of the Caribou cit)
council meeting, rescheduled
for this evening, and slowed
deliveries of daily and weekly·
newspapers, all firsts for the
season.
But through it all, thick and
thin, area post offices report
that they have not lost more
working days than in any other
year. Bill deliveries, at least,
can be counted on.
Wouldn't you know it.

W
freedom." Mrs. Karmiol' daught r
Franc Fro t, . aid Thursday. "But he h •
no in~e~tion of driving again. I know h 'won'~
be drlvmg. "
Ms. Frost said her mother bad received
several threatening calls from strangers who
demanded that she stop driving.
Mrs. K~rmiol could not be reached by telephone Fnday at ber home in Miami Beach
She has told police she d sn't know what
went wrong Feb. 27 wHen her car rammed a
bus bench on one of Miami Beach's bUSiest
corners, killing three elderly women and injuring five other elderly people, one of them
critically.
She told police the same thing when her car
hit two elderly women on Dec. 7, 1979. The two
women, critically injured, settled with Mrs.
Karmiol's insurance company for $100,000
each.

---------

Cheese istributio
slated in Ar ostoo

Thomas Saucier (center). At tbe same
time, Ray Jones (left), co-chairman of the
Mars Hilt Bicentennial Committee.
presented tbe official Bicentennial flag to
the town. The flag was later presented to
the Central Aroostook High School class f
1976
to be displayed at tbe school until tbe
_ .• ____ ! _ -__
~
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PRESQUE ISLE - The Aroostook
County Action Program Inc. announced
Monday that 33,120 pounds of U.S.
government cheese will be distributed
in Aroostook County beginning Monday, April 26.
, Brian Thibeau, ACAP assistant director, said one 5-pound block of cheese
will be distributed to any household
which has received an ACAP home energy assistance payment between De• cember 1980 and April 1982 or received
food stamps-during March 1982.
"1 want to emphasize that only those
nouseholds which meet one of these criteria will be eligible for cheese," said
Thibeau.
"There will be no appli~ation process
since ACAP staff will simply check
master ltsts of 1981-82 home energy assistance and March 1982 food stamp
households. However, it would be helpful if those househol that received energy assistance brought their payment
voucher to the distribution site," Thibeau said.
.
Thibeau said receipt of cheese disJributed. during February and March

does not affect eligibility for this
distribution.
Eligible households must make arrangements to pick up the cheese at one
of the distribUtion sites. If someone other than a household member is picking
up the cheese, that individual mu t
bring a note or letter signed by a househOl.d memb.er to authorize such pickup.
ThIbeau said, "ACAP is unable to make
home deliveries to all those who may
need or deserve it. It is the responsibility of the eligible household to arrange
for picking up the cheese. "
Eligible households may pick up the
cheese at one of the following distribution sites:
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday, April 26,
Fort Kent Armory; 2 to 7 p.m. Tuesday
April 27, Madawaska Safety Complex:
2 to 7 p.m. Wednesday, April 28 Va~
Buren Community Center; 11 a.~. to 7
p.m. Thursday, April 29, Caribou Armory; 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday, April
30, Houlton Armory; 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday, May 3, Presque Isle Armory;
2 to 7 p.m. Tuesday, May 4, Island Falls
Town Office.
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OUNG __ Ferd Dahlgren was recently ho~ored on
95 YEAR S Y
:r
•
kh 1 A very active man,
his 95th birthday at his home m Stoc ~~'and does many odd
Dahlgren shovels snow, takes l?n~tWr of the Stockholm School,
.obs around his home. A former Jam 0
he is loved by all the students and teachers.

MAINE'S ONLY living holder of the Congressional M dal of Honor. Edward C. Dahlgren of Blaine,
hold up a
ci I lic n e plat he received from

Gov. Joseph E. Brennon in Augusta on Wednesd y. Dahlgren was cited for heroism while a U.S.
Army sergeant in France in 1945. (AP Photo)
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FERNALD ANDERSON
TO THE

STATE LEGISLATURE

Snow .t;eF/9 Ws

!ell NE~~~~rcfg~~k9Jl

CARIBOU - A record-breaking spring storm, described by the
National Weather Service at Caribou as "very, very intense,"
dropped 21.1 inches of snow on Aroostook County on Wednesday,
followed by another 5.2 inches by Thursday noon, bringing the
torm accumulation to 26.3 inches and the month's total to 34.8
inches.
The storm on Wednesday, which brought high winds and record
snowfall all along the eastern seaboard, broke snow accumulation
records for the day and for the month, the weather service said.
Before Wednesday's storm, the record snowfall during April was
24.4 inches in 1960-61, according to the Nation Weather Service at
Caribou.
Some schools remained closed Thursday and clubs and organizations were attempting to straighten out schedules upset by.
cancellations.
The 156.3-inch accumulation for the 1981-82 season is the second
highest on record since the Caribou facility began keeping records
in 1941-42. The highest was 181.5 inches, recorded in 1954-55.
Friday's forecast calls for continuing snow flurries and winds
gradually diminishing.

DISTRICT 8
CONNOR, NEW SWEDEN, PERHAM, STOCKHOLM, WADE
AND WESTMANLAND.
MY ONLY CAMPAIGN PLEDGE IS TO SERVE THE
CITIZENS OF DISTRICT 8 TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY IN
AUGUSTA.
YOUR VOTE WILL BE APPRECIATED ON NOV. 4
PAID FOR BY THE CANDIDATE

Over 5,000 pounds
of cheese still available
Government surplus cheese,
about 5,500 pounds, is still
available for distribution, the
Aroostook County Action Program Inc. stated Feb. 24.
During the initial cheese
distriblJiion held Feb. 16 to 19,
approximately two-thirds of the
cheese was distributed according to Brian Thibeau, ACAP
assistant diI ector.
"In order to assure that the
remaining cheese is completely
distributed, ACAP is expanding
the eligibility guidelines. The
remaining cheese will be
distributed on a first come, first
served basis to any household
that received ACAP Home
Energy Assistance (HEAP)
from December, 1980 to May,
1981," Thibeau explained.
Each household will be eligi-

ble for one five-pound block of
cheese. Households that have
already received cheese are not
eligible for the remaining
cheese.
Thibeau went on to say that
any household whose members
cannot travel to the distribution
site must make its own arrangements for someone else to
pick up the cheese on behalf of
the household. "ACAP is unable
to make home deliveries to all
those who may need or deserve
it," noted Thibeau.
There will be no application
process as ACAP staff will
simply check a master list of
recipients of ACAP Home
Energy Assistance. Eligible
households in central Aroostook
may pick up their cheese on
March 5 between 10 a.m. and 4

p.m. at the Presque Isle Armory.
It has recently been announced that an additional 70 million
pounds of cheese have been
released by USDA. "ACAP has
been advised by the Maine Division of Community. Services
that it will be 60 to 90 days
before the state decides how
much cheese if any will be
available and how it will be
distributed. As soon as any further information is available, it
will be announced," concluded
Thibeau.

FERNALD ANDERSON
CANDIDATE FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Dear Friend,
As you know, many of the decisions affecting our lives
are made in Augusta.
But people living in our part of the
state cannot travel to the Capitol whenever there is an issue
that concerns us.
For this reason our legislators are very
important messengers.
They must know our needs and be willing
to speak out in our behalf.
I am a candidate for the House of
RepresentQtives from District #8 (Connor, New Sweden, Stockholm,
Perham, ~ade, Westmanland) because I feel I can do the job
effectively.
I am writing this letter to tell you about my
background in the hope that you will feel I am qualified for this
important position.
I have lived in Stockholm all of my life except for four
years spent in the Air Corps during World War II. After the war,
I returned from Europe to work in our family grocery store which
I have operated with the help of my family for the past twelve
years.
Like many veterans I became active in my local American
Legion Post.
Over the years I was fortunate enough to be elected
to several Legion offices, :including Post, County, District and
State Commander.
I have also tr iecl t
be of servic cu my church anu ~omrrLU..l i t ~l.
I am a former member of the Stockholm Board of Selectmen and was
the town's Civil Defense Director.
Currently, I am Chairman of the
town Planning Board and the Stockholm Centennial committee.
A
member of the Trinity Lutheran Church, I am now serving as a Church
Council Member, Finance Secretary and Choir ~ember.
I would ' very much like to expand my cOITmunity involvement
and would be honored to receive your vote on Election Day, Tuesday,
November 4th.
Sincerely,

,--

I
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Fernald Anderson

McBreairty, Matthews,
Nelson and Peterson
CARIBOU . -- Voters in
districts 8, 9 and 10 stayed with
the incumbents in contests for
the state Legislature.
Republican A. Forrest Nelson
of New Sweden was returned to
office in District 8, outpolling
Democratic challenger Fernald
Anderson of Stockholm 624 to
502.

In District 9, Republican
Philip F. Peterson of Caribou,
with 1,604 votes, withstood a
challenge from Democrat ,Nancy Cleckner, who received 674
votes.
Running unopposed in
District 10, Republican Kenneth
Matthews of Caribou received
1,798 votes.

The municipalities voteq as
follows:
Caribou: Matthews, 1,798;
Peterson, 728; Cleckner, 345.
Limestone: Richard McKean
(Dist. 7), 744; Nelson, 103;
Anderson,61.
Caswell, Connor District:
Anderson, 67; Nelson, 76.
Perham: Nelson, 119; Ander-

son, 41.
Stockholm: Anderson,
Nelson 24.
New Sweden: Nelson,
Anderson, 110.
Washburn: Peterson,
Cleckner, 205.
Westmanland: Nelson,
Anderson, 22.
Woodland: Peterson,
, Cleckner, 97.

166;
203;
548;
30;
328;

Dream fulfilled
Franzie Geringer, 8, of
South Africa (center left),
and Mickey Hays, 9, of Texas meet Pinocchio and
Mi~key Mouse (right) at Disneyland in Anaheim, Calif.
The boys, who have a rare
aging diseas called progeria, met the Disney characters Wednesday. Story on
Page 9 {AP Photo}

:

Bangor Doily News, Wednesday, December 2,1981

Mickey Hays, 9, of Hallsville, Texas, gives a hand to his new-found
friend, 8-year-old Fransie Geringer
. of South Africa. The boys, suffering
from a fatal rapid-aging disease
called progeria, set out for an
amusement park Tuesday in Ana-

heim, Calif. They have been almost
inseparab1e since they met Sunday at
the Disneyland Hotel. A third progeria victim, l1-year-old Alicia Gowans of San Jose, Calif., said Monday
she
hoped to meet the boys at
Disneyland. (AP Photo)

Fransi
Eight-year-old Fransie Geringer, who
suffers from a rare disease which has
aged him rapidly, smiles shyly as he hu s
le fairyland marionette Pinocchio at Dis-

ney World in Florida. Fransie and tpo"ent are on a . tour of this countr {of<'
their home in South Africa. (AP Phot)
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Thom McKee and Jenny McKee

Wi'!nings a record .
LOS ,AN~ELES (AP) - Navy Lt. j .g. Thom
McKee s wmnings of almost $230 000 from the "Tic
Tac Dough" television game show have made him
the all~th~1e top winner on a single series, according
to the Gumness Book of World Records.
And no .one. has stopped him yet.
When fIlmmg for the nationally syndicated game
show cut off for the summer last month, McKee, 24,
I had defeate~ 30 opponents and raked in $141,000 in
( cash, SIX .BUlck Centuries, two sailboats, motorized
water. ~kIS,. camera equipment, a hot tub and 11
t vacatIOn tripS to places such as Rome Paris London, Tahiti and Fiji.
"
But McKee, who in a month won almost 20 times
what he. a~d his wife, Jenny, earneq in aU of 1979,
says their lifestyle remains simple.
.
If ~ cKees ~re happy with the show, "Tic Tac
Dough 'I ecstatic with the McKees. Executive producer 01: k Barry says ratings are up as never
before because of MCKee.

I

uring the new season's 16th show, on
question that he really couldn't anr (0. What leading actress apeared in both The Wind and the Lion
and Starting Over? A. Candice Bergen).
"I'm happy it ended that way," says
om. "I would have hated it if I'd
missed one I knew down deep, or if I'd
made a stupid goof." As it was, McKee
successfully answered 353 out of 385
questions to surpass the Guinness record mark of $264,000 won by Teddy
Nadler on The $64,000 Challenge from
1956 to 1958. To avoid even the appearance of collusion that marred '50s
quiz shows (previous champ Nadler
asn't implicated), Thom had been
barred until his defeat from the festive
post-game parties open to losers and
he program's staff. But he did
ceive one kind of help. "Sometimes,"
e says, "I asked one of the crew to
ring me a Di-Gel."
More steadying support came from
The brass may want McKee, a walking reny, Thorn's 22-year-old bride of a
cruitment poster at 6'3" and 200 pounds,
ar, who was in the audience for each
to use his TV fame In Navy films.
show. Originally both of them tried out
for another cash-and-carry-on quiz,
Play the Percentages, but Jenny, says
Thorn, "decided she'd be too embarrassed to compete on nationwide TV,
and bowed out." She wasn't a bit shy in
her enthusiasm for her mate, however,
and her sis-boom-bah antics landed
the attractive beautician on camera almost as often as Thorn. Jenny said,
"When it was all over, I had a lump in
my throat. But now we're back down to
earth and enjoying it."
The McKees are still sorting out the
booty, including $199,450 in cash, that
Imakes their new home in the Rancho
Penasquitos section of San Diego look
like a PX-six Buick Centuries, two
Chevettes, three sailboats (Thom donated one to a Navy charity), motorized
water skis, a piano, camera equipment,
two canoes, a hot tub and 16 luxury
vacations to spots like Rome, Paris and
Tahiti. "We'll take the vacations that
are for two," reports Jenny. "The ones
that are for one person only, we'll have
to skip." They already have earmarked
a tithe for Thorn's brother, a Baptist
missionary in Togo, in Africa.
graduated in the top third of his class
A native of Rome, N.Y., Thom says
('77), majored in history and played
his only preparation for Tic Tac Dough
football and lacrosse. While in flight
was to occaSionally thumb through a
school at Pensacola, Fla., Thorn
World Almanac. "He's always been like
met Jenny (the daughter of a retired
that," his mother, Margaret, reports.
Navy pilot). "She gave me my new
"When he was a young boy he used to
blow-dry look," he confesses.
take the encyclopedia into the bathTheir good fortune has not changed
room with him." At Annapolis he
their lives much. Jenny still styles hair

Thom's loot provided the down payment
for the McKees' new home, but the tax
man will probably get about $90,000.

-leaving for work at 8 a.m. while Thorn
suits up to fly his 1,200 mph F-14 Tomcat in mock dogfights at 20,000 feet
above Miramar Naval Air Station. "Winning all that money wasn't the year's
high spot," Thorn says now. "My biggest thrill in 1980 was making my first
nighttime carrier landing. Now, that's
reallva sensation!"
A.F. GONZALEZ

INTHE

ONE

Navy aviator Thom McKee and wife Jenny havel
, a nest egg of $312,700 to nuzzle in after Thom's
• long run on TV's syndicated Tie Tae Dough (inset, with host Wink Martindale). That makes him •
, the win~in2.est game show contestant ever,

I

Game-show
streak ends
LOS ANGELES (AP) - One of the
longest winning streaks in game show
history has ended and the Navy pilot
who rode it for nine weeks is richer by
$312,700 and eight cars.
Lt. Thorn McKee, based at Miramar
Naval Air Station in San Diego, said he
was relieved his stint on "Tic Tac
Dough" was over.
McKee's string of victories finally
ended when he was defeated this week
by contputer analyst Erik Kraepelien.
McKee, 24, a native of Rome, N.Y.,
played 88 games in 46 shows and missed
only 32 of 385 questions. After he lost. he
thanked God, his wife, his parents and
the Navy - in that order.
"I'm elated, but I can't tell you how
elated," McKee said.
"Tic Tac Dough," syndicated in more
than 120 cities across the United States,
is produced by Barry & Enright Productions. Because some stations have been
• broadcasting the show longer than
others, the end of McKee's streak will
be seen at various times across the
country, beginning in September.
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Terry Bradshaw and
JoJo Starbuck In 1979

The Victory
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By Bruce Hunter
Of the NEWS Staff
The gala planned for the much-celebrated moose
lottery Tuesday night at the Bangor Civic Center
never came off.
Officials at the Civlc.center had set up some 1,000
chairs and the local police department showed up
ready to accommodate a full house includir g a mix
of mobth hunders and those against the moose hunt.
As expected, 700 winners were announced for the
moose hunt, however, from that point the numbers
I did not reach the expected highs. In fact, there were
more people in attendance outside the auditorium
complex listenmg to the weekly band concert than
there were inside at the lottery.
By showtime of the event, which was telecast live
b the Maine Public Broadcasting Network, only 60
people had assembled in the spacious Civic Center.
Media personnel, policemen and guests on the
telecast, which was hosted by NEWS Outdoor editor
Bud Leavitt, brought the total attendance to almost
100.

.

\

The people who did show up stated surprise at the
small showing. Most of the interested parties must
have watched the telecast at home. The show waS
expected to provide MPBT's largest audience ever.
The anti-moose hunt forces showed up just before
the show began, however, their small numbers
hardly caused the disturbance which was an
ticipated by some, including the police.
Altogether, five plain-clothes protestors assembed at the Civic Center along with another one who
was attired in a moose costume.
Leah Girardin of Waterville designed and created
the fashionable moose suit which included a head
made of paper mache, horns of burlap with wire
frames and a brown flannel suit. She carried a sign
which read "Smooch A Moose Goodbye" and she
had a "~o Hunting" sign hanging from her neck.
The real excitement of the evening, for the media
anyway, came when Glenn Manuel, commissioner
of the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife,
confronted the six protestors.
The commissioner, speaking in ~efense of the

se lotte

•

s Irs
moose hunt; said the main purpose ot the hunt IS to
provide biologists with specimens of moose to study
in hopes of improving the health of the Maine herds.
The other demonstrators, who bore signs saying
"stop The Slaughter Lottery" and "Ther 's No
Winner In This Lottery," did not seem to accept
what Man el told them.
"I think the lottery is obnoxious and there is no
reason they have to kill the moose in order to study
them," said Bob Weingarten of Vienna, representing The Animal Alert Network of Augusta.
Weingarten said that his group had more than 125
membe.rs. He also said some of his fellow
demonstrators represented Mainers for Wildlife, an
Orono group with some 200 members.
Weingarten gave no explanation as to why mor
of the members of the groups were not at the lottery. The demonstrators did carry with them a petition of 500 Mainers who are against the killing of
moose and he also said that the .anti-moose hunt

-

group have been fighting the issue for years not
just Tuesday evening.
'
One man in the audience, who later said he was a
tiuntet:, said to a companion at the lottery, "It was
worth It to come down here just to see these nuts."
The small gathering of spectators sat back in
their seats, calmly awaiting the start of the drawing. There was no crowd response as the names of
the winners were called off, all waited to hear their
name.
The first name was Gary Cain of Caribou.
More than 32,000 ·Mainers filed an application
with the Wildlife department, which generated at
Jeast $160,000 with the initial $5 application fee.

Those lottery winners must purchase a Maine
hunting license which cost $9.50 and then buy a
moose license from.the W!ldlife department for $10. .
If the hunter or his designated assistant bags a
moose, it will cost another $10 to tag the animal.
The total cost is $34.50 for the successful hunter.

first "Moine moose season ends with 635 killed. Story on page 17
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per/ence they'll remember
Victor A. Capraro of Winthrop (I tt) and t f. 975-pound bull. The moose
called
his lA-year-old son Chris returned from In by young Chris. See Bud leavitt's OutMain ' first moose hunt in 45 years with doors for details. (Tom Schoener Photo)
-----~----
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Seven hundred resident hun ters and
another 700 permittees (39 of the latter being out-of-staters invited through
possessors of Maine hunting licenses), ended a rather historic moose hunt Saturday
afternoon after culling 635 moose from a
population estimated to number
somewhere in the range of 18,000 to 22,000
animals.
The tightly-supervised hunt was the first
for Maine since 1935, some 45 years past. It
marked the initial chase in 91 years that
allowed the legal taking of moose in either
sex, bulls, cows and calves.
Hunters downed 292 of the animals, considered the larget big game species on the
North American continent, in an area compacted within a 5O-mile radius of Greenville.
Prime hunting grounds attendant to
Green ille; one of six weighing and scientific study stations, included Lily Bay,
Spencer 1lay, Kokadjo, Lazy Tom Bog,
Smithtown, Bowdoin , land grants and
)thers.
NEXT in line to Greenville was the sta.ion at Medway.
Hunters paraded 162 moose into the

checkpoint for registration, weighing and
post-mortem study by teams of wildlife
biologists.
Ashland, Jackman, Littleton, Eagle Lake
checkpoints provided the remaining carcasses numbering, finally, 635 after six
hunting days.
No fewer than 10 moose bested the magic
1,()OO-pound field-dressed marker.
Yesterday, two fisheries biologists,
Roger Auclair and Kendall Warner, Orono,
returned after a week's hunt in the Baker
Lake region with a, I,OOO-pounder and
registered the kill at Greenville.
Auclair's bull weighed 1,065 quartered,
minus innards and tongue. It was a 21
pointer (prongs one inch and more) and
marked the tenth bull in the six days over
the l,ooo-pound figure, field dressed.

So Sunday, some 24 hours after the
state's widely-publicized moose hunt,
wildlife technicians were modestly proclaiming that the week's experimental
season put no less than 200 tons of quality
meat on the tables of no fewer than 10,000
Meipe residents.
It's accepted that several thousand hardpressed Maine families gained from an
estimated 415,000 pounds of meat that came
from the 635 animals shot on Maine soil.

WILDLIFE researchers made a determination of 415,000 pounds after spotchecking weights of 20 moose in a single
registration book.
The 20 moose -'bullS, cows and a yearling - averaged 664 pounds each. Multiplied
by 635, students of math will come up with
21O-plus tons of first-class tablefare.

AT LEAST two hunters succeeded in betOne hunt t with a 630-pound cow went out
tering Main's antler record of 57IA, inches.
of his way last week to seek out Glenn H.
This figure has held since 1895 but was
Manuel, the fisheries and wildlife commisbeaten at least twice last week, once by
sioner.
John Cobb of Ashland and Robert SimHe told M~uel, "Commissioner I want
mons, Washburn.
Cobb cropped a bull with a spread of 63 112 - to thank you for this. It was an experience I
never figured on. getting. I got laid off a
inches L"l Ashland, while Simmons traveled
month ago and this meat will help keep my
from his :Aroostook home to Kokadjo and
family through the winter."
nailed a giant male with a 63-inch rack.

•
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o~ last v.eek's observations, althOUgh
huntlI~g ,is one of man's oldest pastimes, the

sport IS m trouble.
'There is a strong well-financed movement in ex!stence, ~hose sole aim is to
outlaw huntmg and, to achieve this end, its
leaders are more than willing to slant the
facts to suit their purpose.
~he 700 State 0' Mainers got their parmIts through a public drawing and · then
wer~ wrongly depicted by the Bullwinkle
M~dH~ a~ everything from latent psychotics
to mdIvIduals who have not grown up and
the sole reason for hunting is to prove their
masculinity.
The ~ttacks came via newspaper, radio,
teleViSIon, smug intellectuals town
managers, ministers, housewive; and
most dangerous of all misled
schoolchlldren.
'
THE HUNT ended Saturday, but bet that
you have not heard the last of it.
L~t week's experience, a matter of 700
I

I

law-abiding citizens and an invited guest
wa~ offered as a unique and unusual ex:
perlence.- hunting ~merica's largest big
game anImal for a pIttance with respect to
a cash outlay. They were as Maine
residents privileged and accorded a $2 000
hunting experience for less than $50.
'
~ut, unfortunately, there is growing
eVIdence a small segment of our SOCiety
seems to be out of touch with the basic rules
,of survival, forgetting animals must die to
provide steaks and chicken legs for the
barbecue.
The ones who protest and afllast week's
hunt a "slaughter," take their'meat wrapped in celophane; tbe squeals of pain, fear,
blood and guts are far away, hidden in the
abattoir:
No one who eats meat has a right to
criticize the 635 who filled their permits last
week.
A bullet through the heart of a 600 to 1 000
pound moose is, I assure you as merciful
as abattoir slaughtering techniques.

635 moose taken
PRESQUE ISLE -- The 1980
moose hunt is now history. An
unexpected harvest of 635
moose has been recorded by the
Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game. The
number of animals registered
harvested from the estimated
statewide herd of 18,000 to 20,000
moose exceeded early expectations of officials of the department.
The largest number of moose
registered was at Greenville
with a total of 292 animals. The
Medway station was next with a
registration of 162. The balance
of the harvest, 181 moose, were
registered at checkpoints at
Ashland, Jackman, Littleton
and Eagle Lake.
Aroostook hunters proved to
be quite successful during the
week-long hunt that started
Sept. 22.
John Cobb of Ashland
registered a 1,015 pound bull
with a spread of antlers that
measured 63 1/2 inches. Cobb's
animal, which was shot in the
Ashland area, bettered the state
record that had stood since 1895
of 57 1/8 inches.
Robert Simmons of Washburn

came up with a bull posseSSing
a 63 inch rack. Simmons shot
his trophy in the Kokadjo area.
Early reports indicate that 10
of the moose registered exceeded 1,000 pounds. Jack Ireland of
Presque Isle registered a bull
that he says weighed in at 1,070
pounds. Earlier reports that his
trophy weighed 1,040 pounds
conflict with the local hunter's
statement. If the animal Bees ~
indeed officially register at the
1,070 mark it could tie for the
heaviest animal taken from the
Maine woods during the hunt.
Official figures will be available
from the state later~s week.
Cobb's bull sported a handsome rack of 25 points that
measured out at 63 inches.
Hunting with Elbridge
Judkins of Chapman, Ireland
shot · the moose with a .308
caliber rifle on the second day
of the hunt while in the Machais
Lake area.
Wildlife officials have
estimated that the gross weight
of the meat harvested during
the hunt would be 415,000
pounds. The average weight of
the animals registered was set
at 664 pounds.
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By Bud Leavitt
shy of the four-day leader, a 1,07o-pounder bagged
Executive Sports Editor
GREENVILLE - If the first returns are any kind on opening day by James Webber of Sanford.
Wildlife technicians estimate Ireland's trophy
of a measuring stick, if one with gun seeks a ,trop~y probably
weighed close to 1,400 pounds before it fell
moose, the Big Sky Country of Aroostook County IS to a well-placed
neck shot.
the place to hunt. I
Since
447
moose
had been bagged through
No fewer than five hunters have succeeded in taking bulls weighing over 1,000 pounds out of the vast WedneSday, the halfway mark in the six day hUllt,
predictably the overall t,ake continued to decline
Aroostook woods, a matter not matched anywhere after
Monday's high of 187, the first legal day of
else as the fourth day of Maine's six-day moose hunt moose
hunting in 45 years.
was concluded at Thursday's sunset.
With
447 people having spent their tags on dead
After four hunting days, 500 moose had been taggmoose through Wednesday, this left 253 still with
ed through 6 p.m. Thursday.
The Ashland registration station and checkpoint, unu d permits, with two days remaining in the six
weighed in its fifth heavyweight when Jack Ireland day hunt. A total of 700 residents and another 700
of Presque Isle came tearing from the Township 11 sub-permittees, including 39 non-resident
began the chase'Monday one-half hour
Range 10 country carrying a 25-point rack with the deSignates,
before sunrise.
..
widest antler spread measuring 63 inches.
After four hunting days, herejs a tabulation of the
Yet Ireland's bull missed the mark for being the
three day count and an unOfficial total
neavYweight king, though it weighed 1,040 pounds official
through 6 o'clock last evening:
.
field-dressed minus heart and liver.
Mon Tues Weds Tburs
The Presque Isle resident's trophy was 30 pounds Eagle Lake
6
7
2
2

100
ged
o irs d y
By Bud Leavitt
Executive Sports Editor
GREENVILLE - America's largest
and most imposing game animal, the
moose fell to the guns of a select few
hunterS Tuesday in Maine's North
Woods.
Fish and Wildlife Department techn'1clans place the first day's bag between
100 and 125 animals.
The six-day hunt, which ends Saturday at sundown marks.the first legal
foray on the animal since it became
lawfully protected in 1935.
Hunter.s culled five known 1,000pound-plus bulls from a herd .variously
estimated at 18,000 to 22,000 ammals.
James Webber of Sanford may h.ave
bagged the day's largest trophy, a gIant
bull field-dressing 1,070 pounds. Webber's prize had a massive antler spread
of 63 inches.
Webber.'s moose as weighed and examined by wildlife biologists at wildli~e
repartment regional headwuarters m
Ashland.
A second bull killed in the Ashland
region was taken by John O. Cobb, a
tom resident.
Cobb downed a 21-pointer that fielddressed 1,015 pounds.
Two 1,0000pounders came out of the
Jackman woods. Gary McAuslin of
Gardner bagged a 21-pointer at T5 R16
that dressed 1,023 on the scales.
One needed to turn the calendar back
91 years to catch the excitement and
flavor of the big ~ame hunt in Greenville and surrounding environs.
Tbe last year bunters were franchised
to shoot a moose of either sex was 1891.
In 1935, the last time bull moose hunting
was leg81, shooters were allowed. a
three-day season in the coastal countIes
of Hancock, Waldo and Knox.
The 1980 hunt runs through Saturday;
bulls cows and calves may be shot by
the 700 who received licenses plus the.ir
700 "subpermittees," making 1,400 m
the field. The hunting area embraces
foughly Ute upper two-thirds of the
state the area north of the east-west
Canadian Pacific Railway line.
Fish and Wildlife personnel suspec;t 80
percent of the total outpourmg of
hunters selected the countrySide near
the 4O-mile-Iong Moosehead Lake.
A late evening tabulation of kills
scored and registered at Eagle Lake,
located between the towns of Plaisted
and Eagle Lake; Littleton 1.2 miles

at

Ashland
13
8
4
14
Littleton
6
"
6
4
Medway
49
35 26
23
Greemvo;;e
98
76
50
32
JackInan
15
14
14
7
Totals
187 148 112
.53
Cumulative four day to~ 500
·Unofficial count throUgh 6 p.m.
Wildlife officials directing the closely-mOnitored
hunt forecast a final kill total under the maximum
allowable number of 700.
The animals coming into the Six tagging stations
continue to test weighing equlpment. With the ratio
approximately running 70 percent and 30 percent
bulls and cows, respeCtively, wildJ1fe managerS
describe these figures as a "healthy situation. "
With 500 animals shot, oddly, it turns out the next
two days are faced with a one-on-one chase:
Over two hundred permits are still unfilled and
with 700 the total number of moose allowable by
Maine law, the next two hunting days comes down
to man vs. game animal.

Hunters to aid researc
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) - Seven
hundred hunters who plan to hunt moo~e
in Maine's experimental ~eason WIll
lobe armed with glass vIles to ta~e
~1~Od sample biologist Karen orrIs
·d th t t '
said Tuesday.
State wildlife officials sal . e s a e s
f t moose hunting season smce 1935,
I~~ provide them with much-~ee~ed inWI
ti0n
ut the characterIstIcs and
~'::'r~:nt habitats of the offiCial state
animal.
. d ay season
The one-time SIXbe inning Sept. 22 was ado~ted by the
Leiislature last year followmg m ~ s
of sometimes emotional debat~ over e
mildne~s of the animals which roam
through portions of northern and
western Maine.
.
The Inland Fisheries an~ Wildl!f
Department said the p0I!ulabon has I creased substantially IDce fhe 19JOds
hen the hunting season was en e
~ecause of dwindling resources.
Lawmakers agreed to grant.1ust 700
permits :- each limited to bagg\ng one
beast a pIece.
"Now we have only population
estimat~s and all he informatIon we ~an
et from aerial surve~s and roadkl!ls.
fve know they have a hIgh peproduchve
rate because their n1l:mbers. ar,e gro~
. g" said Mrs. MorrIS, Mame s aSSIS~~ni big game project leader. .
.
"It will be most helpful to fmd out lust

-_.
- ot luCKY
.. peter Anderson goose season
the first day of m und moose
bagging a 600-powas ElWOod
His partner
OW.
£ ,.,,_
Anderson .••l - - \..--~ r ...-U-,.:...,p

what condition these animals are In,"
she said.
In order to conduct her tudy, Mrs.
Morrls will give glass tubes to each of
the hunters who won a moose hunting
permit in a state lottery, with
instructions on how to take blood
samples.
don't know whether it will work,
"
becau e the smples' will not be
refrigerate(f right away. But each
animal that is killed must by law be
re~istered at the nearest state game
enter," :She said.
Department leaders said they will examine the height, lenth, size of antlers
and general phYSical condtion of all the
bull and cow mooses caught by the
hunters.

CQRRECTION CORNER
Reade~

. encouraged to 'call the

NEWS' act lion to fa~tual e~rors by
telephoning the Managmg Edltor, 9424881 extensions 201 or 307, between 2
anis p.m., or by writing the NEWS
editor at 491 Main St. Bangor,
Maine 04401 ..1

Y-Wives will meet
t. 10 at the
YWCA Second Street, at 2:30 p.m. Th~
wrong' location was in Tuesday'~
Checka-a-Date column.

M' ss Hel;~"'H~i~an had an
1
rience on her way
unusual e~rckholm town office 1
from the d~waska Lake home
to her Ma ollided with a 300when she c
se The moose
d cow moo '
poun ~ out of her misery by a
was pu from John Rede, who
gunshot
the scene and saw
arrived on
had three broken
that the;~~~~ injuries. Helen's
legs an &~ed $300 damag~, partcar ree db insurance,Helen
ly cove . 'u~ies but says it was
es~aped:~~ck. Anyway, she got
qUlte a without hunting.
her moose

I
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rtl nd most sno
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) - Portland
has received a mere 9th inches of snow
so far this season, making this the city s
most snow-free winter to date in nearly
a century, the National Weather Service
said Thursday.
The snow drought has extended
throughout the entire state, with
Caribou reporting just 30% inches for

the season. Only once before has the
northern Maine city recorded less snow
through Feb. 1. That was in the winter of
1943-44, when 20.6 inches fell during that
period.
The weather service has maintained
snowfall records for portland since 882
and for Carib u since 1939.
The runnerup for snow drought

I

almo

honors in Portland is the winter of 188990, when 11.6 inches of the white stuff
fell through Feb. 6. Other winte
marked by little snow in that period included 1936-31, when there was 11.9 inches; 1941-42, with 14.1 inches, and 191213, with 16.4 tnche .
The least snow for an entire winter
season in Portland was 29.4 inches,
recorded in 1936-37. Portland's normal

1

snowfall is 15.4 inches a year.
Caribou's annual snowfall for a normal year is 113.3 inches, said weather
service spokesman Jack Fey, noting
that this year's accumulations were far
below the norm.
"We have six inches on the ground
right now. Last year at this tim we had
two feet, " said Fey.

First moose ticket
Todd Rogers of Cub Scout Pack 11 in Brewer draws the
first ticket in a special lottery state officials staged Tuesday,
night at the Bangor Auditorium to determine who can
legally. hunt moose in Maine in the fall. A total of 32,269
Moine residents applied to be one of the 700 who will be
licensed to hunt moose Sept. 22-27. It will be the first

oose-hunting season since it was' declared illegal in
1935. Also shown are Greg Palman and Dick Greene, both
of the Penobscot Conservation Club in Brewer, and Janet
Potter of the Deportment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife~
Story on Page 17. (NEWS Photo by Carroll Hall)

Steve Crouse of Patten showing his 1,005 lb. bull moose to Ted Hanson

r

4t Fort Fairfield...•

Potato inspection
Twenty-month-old Arin Trocy of Houlton
examines the potatoes dumped at the

/9 ft) 0Mh

Houlton border crossing F = by area;
formers protesting Canadian imports. (AP 1
nL

At Houlton ....

\

I

FARMERS BLOCKADE -- Aroostook County. potato growers "'4~~_'''''U'
ports of entry along the Canadian border last Thursday and Friday in
of the importation of Canadian potatoes and the general condition of 1
market. At Houlton, the blockade was bolstered by woods workers protest /I
the importation of Canadian labor,
I
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Th ',s squash grown by Jim Cor iss 0 1 C

Newburgh weighed-in as a rea
heavyweight, tipping the scales at 282
pounds. Corli said he nav r really
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While ski resorts and their satellite motels, restaurants
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Mother Nature held a winter, but

I forgot the ice.

The party is a busUn the ski lodges of
New York and New E gland, where no
one can recall a Janu ry with the mountains and trails so bare of snow.
'llf we didn't have man-made snow,
we'd be wiped right out," said Orville A.
Slutzky, general manager of Hunter
\ Mountain, one of the largest ski centers
I in New York. "God helps those who help
themselves. "
I The fact is, the heav~ns have sent
precious little snow so (ar this season,
Iand business is off as much as 80 percent at some winter sports resorts.
In Portland, Maine, only 3.5 inches of
snow had fallen by Wednesday, and
that's the least since the National
Weather Service began keeping records
nearly a century ago.
"The flukey thing is the complete lack
of snow," said Glen Evans, a weather
service forecaster at Portland.
I "There's just no snow on the ground
anywhere except the northern third of
Maine and possibly the western
I mountains."
\ Burlington, Vt., also reports the most
I snow-free winter of the century, as does
Windsor Locks in northern Connecticut,
where only 2.6 inches has fallen.
Interestingly enough, the Farmer's
Almanac, which has been printing longrange weather forecasts SInce 1792 despite the scoffs of trained
metereologist - has so far been close to
the mark in its forecast for New
England this year:
"The winter will be milder overall
with about 20 inches below-normai
snowfall .... It

I

I

, re!:ior

and hars are suffering, ticket sales are also in a slump at
Lake Placid, where the 1980 Winter Olympics begin in just a
month.
But the games will go on, officials say', with or without
nature's free snow. The Lake Placid facihties are "weatherproof," they say, equipped with enough snow machine and
refrigerated runs to keep the courses open.
"Under no circumstances will any event be moved to any
other location than now scheduled," vowed Ed Lewi, information director for the Lake Placid Olympic Organization Committee.
Nonetheless, some crosscountry skiers are· practicing
with wheels on their skis. Bobsled trials were canceled last
weekend because rain ruined the track, and some crosscountry trials were held in Quebec, Canada, and Steamboat
Springs, C~lo:
Lew'i, who said crews this year have been stockpiling
man-made snow, figures they will have enough for downhill
events on Whiteface Mountain and for 23 miles of crosscountry skiing at Mount Van Hoevenberg.
"LPOOC started with the goal of producing an allIweather, weather-proof Olympics, and that's exactly what
we've got right now!" Lewi said.
.
.
While the OlympICS may be saved, private resorts m the

I
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surrerlng In

sn~

region that depend on ski enthusiasts ev ry weekend are
hoping only to cut their losses.
In New York, which has 87 state, municipal and private
ski centers - more than all of New England - Bruce
Gavett, manager of a facility at Gore Mountain, said warm
temperatures bad high humIdity have even hampered mak-

£Jwless winter
ing articificaJ snow.
"I've been in the ski business 25 years and it's the worst
season I've ever seen," aid Gavett. Business at Gore Mountain is down $267,000 from last year and the facility is
operating with a skeleton crew of less than one-fourth of its
normal staff of 200 seasonal employees.

I

AroostOOkhlCifrdA ,.

gets biggest1qg'rJ

storm of season

See NEW YORK on Page 6

P~ESqUE ISL - AroostOOK Count
got Its bIggest srid torm of th
y
Tuesday.
e season .
Around 7.8 inches of snow feU betw
9:38 a.m. and late afternoo Th
een
man expected two t f
n. e. weatherlate Tuesday night. 0 Our more mches by
A number of minor tr fC'
.
were reported on r
a IC aCCIdents
streets b t
s IPpery roads and
accide~ts ha~P~~~~~~a no major highway
Area schools and .
b'
cJos~ around mid.<fay. many usmesses
boWm.ds ~egan picking up at 25 miles per
W:t~~r Se~f~ea~ernoon. The National
would increase to 3~re .reredicted wi~ds
higher gusts.
ml es an hour, WIth
t

WINTER ARRIVED -- This was a familiar scene in the area over the past
week as two snow storms dumped appro~imately 21 inches of snow here last
Tuesday and Friday. High winds on Saturday and Sunday closed many main
roads and motorists were urged to stay home except i'n emergencies. Schools
and many businesses closed early three days during last weeks storms.

tio~h~!!:ine Department of Transportaand slip
reported roads snow~overed
pery_

•Italian, womo~q~os octup ets
NAPL.ES, Italy (AP) - A 29Year-old woman who
· used fer.tility drugs gave birth. Thursday. to fiye
: : girls and three boys, one of the blggest multlple bIrths ever recorded.
One of the octuplets, a girl, died 10 hours. after
, delivery and a doctor said he was not certam the
other seven babies would survive. Their mother,
..
Mrs. Pasqualina Chianese, was reported in good
.. . . . physical condition, but despondent over ~e
',:: t possibiUty the children might die, a spokesman at
... Naples' Hospital of the Incurable.
·
The babies faced serious difficulties beCause of
l their size, doctors said. They were born two months
. premature and ranged in weight from 14 o~nces to 2
pounds, 3 ounces. An attending doctor said he had
"some hope" the two largest infants would live.
The babies were rushed to nearby hospitals and
placed in incubators. The first to die wa~ the
smallest, a girl weighing 14 ounces, doctors saId.
Mrs. Chianese delivered six children three years
ago, all of whom died a few hours after ~irth. First
identified by the hospital under her malden name,
AnatreUa, Mrs. Chianese and her husband, Stefano,
an insurance company employee, live in a Naples
\ suburb.
.

"I'm upset," Chianese said in an interview at the
hospital. "Pasqualina and I desperately want a
baby, a good and healthy one, not all these together.
"This time, when they told me there were eight, I
felt pain rather than joy.. .1 beget 14 children and
maybe none of them survives."
The births took 20 minutes with a doctor and three
nurses attending, a hospital spokesman said.
The hiftllest number of surviving children in a
multiple birth is six - which occurred twice, in
Sy<!?ey,,Australia, in 1~1, and in Cape Town, South
Africa, m 1974, accordmg to the Guinness Book of
World Records. Guinness officials in London said
they based their multiple birth records on infants
that survived their first birthdays.
The Guinness book notes that the highest number
in a medically recorded multiple birth was nine, on
three occasions '- the 1971 Sydney birth, in
Philadelphia in 1972 nd in Bangladesh in 1977. All
the children in the Philadelphia and Bangladesh
.
births died.
Guinness did not list a record of previous octuplets. It noted undocumented reports earlier this
century of 10 births.
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Half-gallon price
startles drivers
By David Platt
Of the NEWS Staff
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FOR TilE CHILDREN .. Students of the Helen Kni ht S
.
ly contributed to the school by the Women 's
Clugb Mchool dIsplay a
for
Que
tation on behalf of the club for the school's private donat'IOn
. fun
rs d·. (Ketch photo)
Currier made ttYrson,C
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will be returned to the sender if
I e up your
d envelopes mailed.
postmaster Albert said that,
! July
15,"
because the envelope and
~ald Albert
greeting card industries have
f~ when the had more than three years to
new size prepare for the new standards,
few retailers should still be
~ effective.
, stmaster said selling undersized pieces.
"Many consumers, however,
.ty 15, envelopes are likely to still have smaller
.....,~:~.,..=_~ easuring less than
envelopes and cards in their
3-12 inches high or 5 inches long'

..;;;;;;;;;::::=====---

.....

~orman

supply of stationery," Albert
said.
The regulations also prohibit
flimsy cards. In the future they
must be at lest seventhousandths (.0007) of an inch
thick. An official postal card,
for instance, has a thickness of
nine thousandths of an inch.
Undersized pieces and flimsy
cards are being banned because
they can become trapped in

•

/Tj<;:<;: I

other ID:ail, tear and jam mailprocessIng machinery. As a
result, the letters of others can
also be damaged.
"Th~ stan~ards also affect
oversIzed and odd-shaped
pieces of mail," Albert said.
For first-class mail weighing
one ounce or less, there will be a
surcharge of seven cents for
pieces more than G-l/8th inches
high or 11-112 inches long.
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f octuplets
.
C\1£\
,l ave chance

Twin
re
born
~~ ''1 7 ,
to 10-yeor-o/d
INDIANAPOLIS <UPI> - A 10-year-old girl
who gave. birt~ to twin daughters may have
made medIcal history and almost certainly is the
youngest mother of twins in U.S. history
'
medical experts said Friday.
Doctors who helped in the premature delivery
at Indiana University Medical Center called the
births "extremely unusual." The American
Medical Association went one step further saying it was an unheard of occurrence.
'
"I've never heard of anything like it before "
said American Medical Association science and
news editor Frank Chappell in Chicago.
"There have been birth~ to girls so young, girls
as young as 6 years old In some certain Indian
tribes, so a 10-year-old girl giving birth is unusal
but it has happened before.
"But twins - our records just don't show
anything like it before," he said.
Citing privacy rights of the mother and her
family, officials have refused to identify her or to
say what will become of the twins. The Identity of
the father also was withheld.

NAPLES, Italy (UPI) - Two of t~e ei~ht ba~ies born t~ a
29year-old insurance salesman's wIfe dIed Friday, leavmg
two boys and three girls still alive.
Doctors at Cardarelli Pediatric Hospital said a girl
weighing less than a pound and a boy died within hours of
one another because of of severe respiratory problems. One
of the eight died Thursday within hours after the multiple

bi~~:'remaining babies were all weak. and only two o.f them

appeared to have good chances 01 surVIval, doctors saId.
Doctors said the three children who have died had been
suffering-most from respiratory problems and were never
thought able to survive.
Stefano Chia~ese, 34, an insuraI!ce ag~nt, said he feared
none of his chIldren would surVIve. HIS fears were not
. . ,.
unfounded.
Mrs. Chianese, after a prevIous serIes of fertIlIty drug
treatments, gave birth to SIX infants three years ago and all
died within hours.
.
"I'm afraid the same thing "Could happen again," ChIanese
said after the first infant died Thursday.
"I've managed to help bring 14 children into this world
and n ybe none of them survive," he said. "Who's ever
heard of such a thing?"
The only previously recorded birth of eight live infants
I occurred at Athens, Greece, where Mrs. Katerina Zerbini,
31 gave birth to three boys and five girls July 9, 1977. All
died within three days.
,
Doctors at Naples' Hospital for Incurables said Mrs.
Chianese was only seven months pregnant when she gave
birth to her eight and that this was the main factor in the inI fants' weakened state.
Dr. Salvatore Scala, who headed the delivery room team,
said he and his colleagues had expected Mrs. Chia?ese. to
give birth to quadruplets but never suspected anythmg lIke
octuplets. .
..
Scala, who described the delIvery as "the most eXCIting
day in my career as a physician," said the eight infants were
I delivered normally in slightly more than an hour and that
thp hirth Drocess took Dlace without abnormalities.
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Auto license fees would rise $5

Bangor Daily News , Thursday, July 5, 1979
J

\ AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan Thursday asked
the Legislature to boost auto registration fees - from $15 to $20 - and to
approve a $22 million bond issue to
repair Maine's highways and bridges.
The bond issue'would have to be approved by the voters.
Included in Brennan's 1980-81
transportation budget is a proposal to
increase annual passenger car
registration fees by $5 and the fees for
other vehicles by a proportionate
amount. That would raise $5 million a
year.

In a budget briefing for reporters
late Wednesday, Brennan noted that
the last increase in registration fees
came in 1960. The newly proposed
hike carries with it a "sunset" provision, which requires that the higher
fees be reconsidered in two years.
The department's costs have risen
about 10 percent a year, while its
revenues have increased only about 2
percent a year, the governor said.
Rather than give Commissioner
Roger MaHar all the $20 million
budget boost he requested, perhaps

by increasing the gas tax whiCh funds
most department pro~rams, Brennan
is seeking the $22 millIon bond issue to
improve maintenance of state
highways and bridges.
The department is responsible for
roughly 2,800 bridges throughout the
state. According to the current
maintenance schedule, dictated by
fiscal constraints, each bridge must
last at least 100 years.
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n surgery
l lisa and Elisa Hansen, 19-monthold Siamese twins who haven't seen
each other except in a mirror, were
"very, very slowly" being separated
by doctors Tuesday. Twin teams of
neurosurgeons, pediatricians,
anesthesiologists and plastice
surgoens began the surgery at 12:.40

Siamese twins and their family
David and Patricia Hansen of Salt Lake center Is 2·month·old daughter, Shaylyn.
City (in back), parents of Siamese twins, Surgery separated Elisa and lisa, who
Elisa (left) and Lisa (right), gather their were ioined at the skulls. (AP Photo)
family together for a group pictur . In the

p.m. EDT at University of Uta"
Medical Center in Salt lake City and
the operation was expected to take
from 16 to 20 ,hours. A few Siamese
twins joined at the head have been
separated successfully, but none
shored blood vessles in the manner
of Lisa and Elisa. Their brains or
DOrate. lAP Photo \

AROOSTOOK REPUBUCAN AND NEWS, DECEMBER 24, 1~80,

.CHRISTMAS GREETINGS - Thelma Nelson, Madge Nelson and Hartley Nelson, from left, chat
Wlt~ Ralph ~uzzell, seated, a resident of the Caribou Nursing Home during their visit last week to
dehver Christmas fruit baskets to New Sweden residents at the nursing home. Seven baskets were
prepared for the town's older citizens by members of the Busy Bee Circle of the First Baptist
Church of New Sweden. (Ketch photo)

----------------------------------------------------------_ . .
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,Temperatures Thursday hit low
By The Associated Press
marks
of seven in Portland, eight in
Thanksgiving Day brought the coldest temperatures of the season tG Augusta and Brunswick and four in
much of Maine, and the first real hint Rumford. Houlton, which recorded a
minus five earlier in the week,
of the winter to come.
"We are in for a mess," said Tom reported a minus two Thursday.
Jennings of the National Weather Ser- Greenville had a zero reading and
vice, as he predicted freezing rain and Caribou reported three degrees.
Several families were forced into
snOW for most of the state Thanksgivthe
frigid early morning darkness
ing night.
Northbound traffic was heavy ThUrsday morning to West Farmcoming onto the Maine Turnpike at ington when fire destroyed a
the New Hampshire liRe Thursday storehouse next to their apartment
morning, as families headed for building. Fire fighters were able to
dinner-table reunions.
I ~ t ., \II. WIST R II

F

Double

iekel-II . ~

-d 1'f7Y
ill ho I Y

prevent the blaze from spreading,
The rain and snow combination was
though, so the evacuees were able to. expected to start in southern and
western Maine, spreading north and
return to their homes.
Thousands of Maine families are
east through the mght.
likely to remember Thanksgiving 1978
Predictions were that the wintry
as the year they cooked and washed
weather would continue through Friup without running water.
day but give way to clearing on
As many as 5,000 wells have been
Saturday.
dried up by the long drought of the
Schools and most government
offices around the state are closed unsummer and fall. And families were
getting their water where they could:
til Monday. But stores are hoping for ,
from local fire departments, town
a big seasonal shopping surge over
reservoirs and neighbors lucky
the weekend after a day of rest
enough to h~e a fuIJjvel\.
V\J • J.I
Thursday.
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MR. TALL'S CLASS -- Seventh graders at Caribou Junior High
School in 1949 were (Row 1)' Mary Rose Couture, Virginia Darling,
Richard Hatch; Richard McDciugal and Granville Johnston, (Row
2) Elaine Wright, Gail Parks, Gloria Monteith, Jere Bill Monteith,
Karen Norrell, Greta Espling, Sandra Johnson and Vivian HitchCOCk, (Row 3) Bonita Tompkins, Coralie Rodgers, Robert
Holmes, Pamela Johnson. Joan Anderson, Lolita Devoe and

Gloria Caron, (Row 4) Jeanette Allen, Cora Mae Paul, Robert
Robertson, Russell Sutherland, Betty Cote, Elaine Irish and
L<>uenna Doody <acrosS back) Ronald Monteith, Emery
Knowlton, unizentifivd student, Gary Gallagher, Richard McCrossin, Dale Monteith, Paul Paradis, Howard Todd and Axel
Tall, teacher. <Photo Courtesy of Vivian L<>ng)
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Halt or /'11 bite·

Cornflakes I , a patient horse that lives
on a farm near lansing, Mich. waits for a
small port shepherd puppy named

"Porky': to stop pulling her tail. The dog
wouldn t I~t go so the forse finally walked
away pulling the persistent pup behind.

TAX REVALUATION AT STOCKHOLM -- Allan woollard and Susie
Johnson, employees of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA) are shown working on a tax map of Stockholm. The CET A project of
tax revaluation and tax mapping of Stockholm began in 1978 and is expected to
be completed by Feb. 29 of this year. (Ketch nhoto)

ST()CKH~LM SELECTMEN -- Newly elected
selectmen SImon N. Forsman, Melford G. Sjostedt
and Gordon It Dixon. discuss the future of their

~wn

hat the close ?f the Stockholm annual meeti
arc 15. (Hopkms photo)

If!?

carried across the railroad bridge by hand dur'
the flood. All that remain today are the store 0 /
shed operated by Francis Anderson as a gar c
and gas station.
1
j

STOCKHOLM FLOOD -- Water rushed past the
s Plywood Mill in Stockholm during a 1923 flood

rendered the Main Street bridge impassable.
eries came bv rail -at that time and had to be

254 BARRELS IN TEN HOURS - That's what the late Hervey Farley
picked in 1950 to set an all-time record. He picked an average of 25.4 barrels
per hour to beat the previous record of 235 barrels set by Walter Sirois in 1950.

King, the pony held in a Plaistow, N.H., garage for
several years. shows results of mistreatment (left). A t

right, the hetland pony is shown after its rescue and
treatment by University of New Hampshire
.
veterinarians. (AP Photo)

Pony wil be healthy expert sa
I

DURHAM, N.H. (AP) - Veterinarians nursing King, the
lO·year-old Shetland stallion. Thursday predicted
with assurance that the pony will be healthy and strong
\ again despite deformities developed during four years in a
nailed-shut stall.
Dr. Walter Hilton, the veterinarian directing King's
recovery, said X-rays and other tests showed " ... no growth
abnormalities in King's legs, nor any Sig'IS of underlying
disease."
I ~The X-rays were taken Tuesday after a total of about 72inches of deformed hooves was removed from the pony's feet.
I During the intricate threehour procedure, Hilton and
black mith.Bill McPhee. carefully sliced, chipped and filed
~ away pounds of deformed bone and hoof until the I8-inch
hooves, grotesquely curved like the base of a rocking horse.
were whittled to normal size.
It has been three weeks since SPCA officers rescued the
pony from his prison - a fly and maggot-infested stall in a
garage in Plaistow.
The Palomino-colored pony was found on top of a four·foot
high pile of manure. He was suffering from the most severe
case of laminitis. or hoof deformity the veterinarians .. aid
\hey'.d seen.

I abused

Although the pony gingerly walked away on normal sized
hooves for the first time in years. the animal experts knew
that only X-rays would give a accurate picture of whether
the pony was walking to a new life or eventual destruction
because of hidden bone damage. Thursday's optimistic prognosis ruled out the somber alternative.
"One of our biggest problems now," said Hilton, ' is mak·
ing sure they don't kill him with love." A hand-printed sign
in King's stall says, "Please leave aU apples, carrots and
sugar cubes outside. '
The publicity on the rescue of the 3h-foot pony has at·
tracted hundreds of letters, get-well cards and phone calls
from across the country_Many of the letters contain money
to pay for King's treatment or offers of a "friendly and caring"home.
.
SPCA investigator Peter Saunders say the publicity on
King's plight has been uncovering several other cases of
alleged animal abuse in New England.
"The suffering that King lived through may save the lives
of other animals," said Saunders.
.
Meanwhile, police continued to "keep their eyes open for
possible trouble," at the home of King's former owner, a
58year-old '''''ido'''.

I

CARINKLE FENDERS -- Wind and snow-swept
ice between Russell's Motel and the Polaris Drivein Route 161 in Caribou twisted traffic into a ten-car
up about 4:50 Friday afternoon. Police

reported minor injuries to several of the car:
occupants and damages to the vehicles weI
estimated at over $20,000. (Swanson photo) ·

Massachusetts State Game Warden
Vincent F. Caracciolo ties a rope to the
antlers of a moose after the 900-pound
animal was tranquilized with a dart gun

Thursday in Worcester. The. moose Waf
captured after wandering througt
neighborhoods of the 172,ooo.population ci
ty. (AP Photo)

------------------------

FIRST FOUR -- The
goat population of
Westmanland increased
by eight las~. week -and
this family is the first set
of quadruplets born to
goats owned by Steve and
Barbara ' Miller. Neighbor children Christian
and Eric Margeson
cuddle two cousin kids.
(Swanson photos)

Russell O. Williams. who weighed iust 1.01
pounds at birth on Nov. ~. 1979, is held by his
mother, Pamela Williams, at a pr ss conference
thursdaY at long Beach Memorial ospital.

ation's tinie baby
~eig ed 1.01 pounds
!

LONG EACH, CaUf. ( P) - Russell Ordel;"
Williams is a healthy 6-month-old who now weighs
I what some normal babies weigh at birth. Doctors at
\ Long Beach Memorial Hospital say h i th
smallest baby t survive premature birth In th
United states.
Little Russell, son of Pamela William 24 of Inglewood, weighed 460 grams, or 1.01 pbunds, when
he was born Nov. 29, 1979. The hospital delayed
announcement of hi birth until today because "at
this size there are frequently serious complications,
and some die," said hospital spokesman Don
\ Brackenbury.
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Left to Right - Commander R ichard Levesque, Dept. Vic~
Comdr.
Stitham,
Ferd Dahlgren and N. Aroostook
Comdr. Johnson.

WWI Vet Receives Legion Cane
STOCKHOLM The
>erkins-Plourde Post 136 observed
he 56th Birthday Anniversary of
he Legion March 15 with Dept.
lice Commander Gordon Stitham
s guest speaker. .
Post Commander Richard
~vesque presented World War I
'e teran Fred Dahlgren a Legion
ane. Mr. Dahlgren also celebrated
is 88th birthday. Northern
.roostook County Commander

Aras Johnson . congratulated the
post on its record memb,e rship.
Auxiliary President Maryln
Pearson reported on the
Department President's visit to _."_...,;;._......_..,_.,.-_.•."" ..,."",,"'-,,,,0..
Aroostook County on April 3.
PDC Gordon R. Dixon served as GRADUATES -- Holy Rosary School in Caribou
chairman of the event. Nearly 100
d
d thOIS group 0 f s tuden t s J une,
22 1941 .
Leg'
i es Auxiliary members ra uate
andlO~~:s~ , enjoyed a potluck 'ront row, from left: Frederick Goulette, Reginald
dinner and dancing during the lumais, Velma Cyr, Irene Cyr, Marie Theresa
evening.
elanger, Francis Dumais, Ludger Blanchette,

(second row) Blanche Belanger, Louise Chaloult,

AT LAST - Stockholm voter and school bus
driver Gilbert Peterson cast his ballot with a
ceremony last Thursday when the town voted. to
construct a new elementary school on the SIte
where the old one burned May 21. A record 103
townspeople voted nine to one in favor of the
construction proposal.

STOCKHOLM GRAMMAR SCHOOL -- Students
at Stockholm Grammar School in 1926 were (f(ont
row left to right) Melford Sjostedt, Ethelyn nder~on, Norman Dixon, Hildur Olso~, .Gertrude
Howe Clair Green Hazel Hjelm, Wmmfred Anderso~, (second ro'w) Freda Lund, Ralph Tidd,

Rita Vermette, Mary Ann Lagassie, Florenc1
Jalbert, Norma Sleeper, Natalie Sleeper, (thir ·
,row) Theresa Cyr, Priscilla Wakem, the Re
Joseph Allard, the Rev. Eli Heney Doris Cy (
Doris St. Peter, (fourth row) Consta~ce Clevett if
Loretta Cyr, Lorraine Drost and Agnes St. Pete!

Irene Vincent, Walter Frederickson, Bertha
Gagnon, Milton Dixon, Delina LaVOie, (back row)
Gustaf Tall, Verna Hackett (teacher), Lawrence
Neal (teacher) and Thurston Bean. (Photo courtesy of the Stockholm Historical Society)

\ STOCKHOLM STUDENTS -- Seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth
grade students at Stockholm School in 1927 were (front row, left to

right) Hazel Hjelm, Edith Sandstrom, Marguerite Anderson
Adeline Oberg, Madeleine Cyr, Janet Sanborn. Mabel Plourde:
Geneva Weeks, Eunice Bean, Verner Soderstrom, Zenon Bossie,
JQseph. Corriveau, Leo ~eters, (second row) Betsy Skidgel,
K~therme Palm, Blenda TJern~trom, Ingrid Ek, Mildred Gagnon,
VlOla Osell, Leo Davenport, MIlton Dixon, Norman Dixon, Walter
",~Y.... ,.·•. •.
I
I
.
..

I

"
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,.~~"'-

~orsworthy, Melvin Forsman, Walter Johnson, (third row)
Ethelyn Anderson, Hildur Olson, Gertrude Home, Freda Lund,
Helen Vincent, Catherine Beckstrom, Frederick Anderson,
Reynold Sjostedt, Thurston Bean, (back row) Clair Green,
Melford Sjostedt, Ralph Tidd, Dorothy Churchill (teacher),
Rosanna Roy, Doris Carlstrom, Rubie Bumpus, Carleton Sanders
and Charles Peterson. (Photo cO,urtesy of the Stockholrr
Historical Society).
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STOCKHOLM STUDENTS IN 1929 -- The class of
1928-29 pose in front of Stockholm School for the

annual school photo. Back row (from left) Leonel
Plourde, Ferna~do Boutote, Emil Michaud, Adclar~ Roy, SylvlO Roy, William Johnson, Albert
RossIgnol, Roland Oberg, Leo Gravel, Netta
Kenny.
Peter
All LeSecond row: Leon St.
, Earl Green,
en ~nard, Le~a Wheaton, Candide Plourde,
Gordon DIxon, Nelhe Bourgoine Gertrude L' tt
Th omas SIk
' dLmwood
'
'
IZO e,
gel,
Sodergren,
Gertrude
t

...,.,.---

Cyr, 'Gerald
...
V' IBumpas ' Freda Roy , Kenneth BOSSle
Edwma Ie, ~red Nightingale, Kenneth Wilr'
Thomas DerOSIer. Front row: Claude Lizotte
Nathan W~eaton, Ansel Carlstrom, Orore Roy
Mrs. Virginia Snyder, 65, can't aHord to heat het
Alma RossIgnol, Queeny Plourde Hazel G
'
in
Seattle during the chilling Puget Sound winters, 10
R~chel Plourde, Sophia Derosier,"Elwood ~;~~~: : .. mpl~oPh
prys away at the Inside of the house
MIller Gagnon, Argule Bourgoin, Ned Bour oine' (~;~hot~) S eand
lives on $2.40 a month in Social Securifl
Peter Carlstrom, and Avilla Peter. (Photo co!rtesy
of Stockholm Historical Society)
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much
of
nation
st
ISfizzard
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By the UPI
A major · blizzard riding
brutal winds blew out of the
Midwest into the East
Friday, shoving the
nation's eastern half deeper
into one of its worst winters
on record.
Little relief from pitiless
cold and resulting fuel
shortages was in sight.
. J ames Schlesinger,

President Carter's energy
adviser, said, "I am not
attempting to frighten you
... in a few weeks, indeed in
a few days, we are likely to
find some homes in the
United States cut off from
gas."
The mounting energy
crises were such that
schools and nonessential
industries were urged to

shut down until the subzero
cold eases. Hundreds of
thousands of workers were
laid off - more than
125,000 in the auto industry
alone.

Sen. John Glenn said
co nd itions in his
sorely-afflicted state of
Ohio "reflect a virtual state
of siege." He warned of

"physical, social and
economic chaos."
Winds of up to 15 miles
an hour drove the snows
and sent wind chill factors
down to 80 below zero in
northern Illinois. It was 10
below zero or colder as far
south as Missouri.
National Guardsmen in
Ohio fought to free an
undetermined number of

motorists stranded by high
drifts along U.S. 35.
Indiana guardsmen were
alerted for similar duty.
Hundreds of motorists took
refuge in schools, churches,
police stations and roadside
restaurants.
Amtrak, the national rail
passenger service,
announced snow and cold
forced cancellation of 28

train runs, more than 10
per cent of all its runs.
Blowing . snow cut
visibility 'to near zero
across the lower Great
Lakes region. Blizzard
warnings went out for parts
of New York state,
Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, Virginia,
Indiana and Michigan.
See BLIZZARD, Page 2

No respite

from cold
in sight
WASHINGTON (UPI> The National Weather
Service said Friday the
February outlook for the
eastern two-thirds of the
nati(;n calls for continued
unusually cold weather.
Below seasonal nonnals
were predicted for all areas
east of the Continental
Divide except for near
normal temperatures in the
western portions of the
Northern Great Plains.
The weather service's
longrange prediction group
said precipitation was
expected L to be above
normal in most of the
southwest and south and in
the northern Great PlainS
and below normal
elsewhere.

In the fhick of it
A 'broken water malo compounds a Detroit car owner's problem. (AP Photo)

ew snQY"s blow into Buffal

By the UPl
As if 102 inches of snoW on
the ground and a string of
blizzards were not enough,
new snows hit Buffalo, N.Y.,
Thursday just as it was starting to dig out. The harsh
winter eased elsewhere and
emergency gas began to
floW into the Northeast. ,
Cleanup operations were
just beginning to open a few
streets and traffic was just
starting to move when the
new snow, whipped by 40
mile an hour winds, blew into Buffalo.
The motorists who ventured onto the streets fit for
travel got snarled in new
snoW and jammed cars. City
buses were temporarily
called off the streets.
Richard Goldsmith,
spokesman for May~r

jtf Stanley

Makowski, said,
"This damn snow is further
complicating things for us."
He estimated Buffalo has
lost at least $100 million in
manufacturing, salaries and
sales this winter.
Temperatures moderated
in much of the weatherbattered eastern half of the
nation and a laW signed by
Pre sid e n t e a r t e r
Wednesday night appeared
to be speeding the flow of
natural gas to areas which
needed it most.
The weather and related
fuel crises had idled an
estimated 3 million.
Thousands of workers who
had been snowed in dug out
and began" returning to their
jobs.
But the comparatively
balmy weather could be

sl1ort·lived - subzero
temperatures were due to
return to the upper Midwest
by the weekpntl
. Federal power CommiSsion Chairman Richard
Dunham said 103 million
cubic feet of gas started
moving up the
Transcontinental Gas
pipeline after an intrastate
line in Texas was ordered to
carry the fuel.
Dunham said additional
emergency movement of up
to 650 million cubic feet per
day were under consideration. He said that emergency deliveries would "almost
guarantee" that homes
could be kept warm and life
and property protected.
But he said the extra gas

would not allow reopenint
plants where more thalj,
million workers were off!
job.William Samuel "Willi
Smith, 77, of MUI1hysbor
111., warned peoplmot to g(
their hopes up tbout th
weather.
smith preicts tlJ
weather by notg the coIf
and thickness (Coat of we..
ly worms al the fo~
storing habit of his I
squirrel, Pee· He is rarf ,
wrong.
c

e,

"I've liv.aere 50 yea~
and I've rer seen sUOJ
stay on &lng," he sar~
"I'd say 4Till be anoVe:
six to ei' weeks of hho
winter."
.ne
F

icr

Goodbye winter
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Atleast a half dozen old barns in New Sweden have
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Ie arm machmery from his bam after it
sedrnd nolone was home to hear the final groans of .:;~;:retnl~~n~~I~ Wi!~ P:,trol said that mor .
c~v~ ti':e
::r
Pmgto. beach thems:' th.an 2~ whales
JOha::n~;~er
y owneg ~ Carl ~arlson of! Route 161. ry to keep them ~hve. ~rJ.e~
Wedberg's wa:b::i1fg; h' u lr hiS father m 1896 and the Florida Marine t e b . m the operationves:d A fisherman

the late 1800's. Johnny Johansson was awakened b
lrlull crash" last Thursday night when his bam roof
ic in. Charlie
throwing down new potato
Norrels he had stacke m t e bam when he heard It begin
Feb. 28. Within five minutes the whole building
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.ouple gets 99 years
lor slaying of daughter

.
IS WI e s grandfather in 1888.

to 20 feet. (AP Ph~t~anglng in size from 6
0 e pdot whales
. . sal they appear

Voter is found guilty
in death of 7-year-oi

FARMING~ON, Maine would sentence Voter later. her," the girl testified oter
ATHENS, Tenn. (UPI) _ wit.h a sawed·o!! baseball the state's mandatory death (UP!) - Denms ~oter, 32, of
"This was no accident," had told them. "If you don't
A jury took 43 minutes to bat, marched her through penalty for first degree Strong, was convIcted of se- Judge Browne said in an- start smartening up, we'll
cond. degree m.urder. Tues- nouncing the verdict. "The do the same to you. "
~onvict Ronald and Wanda the house for hours and fed murder.
Defense Attorney Severin
Maddux of second degree her hot sauce until she
Assistant Attorney day m con~ect!on ~lth, the defendent persisted in
murder Thursday and the vomited.
General Bill Foula charged death of hIS glrlfnend s 7- hushing up this cruel Beliveau asked the girl if
judge sentenced them to 99
And they said Mrs. Mad- that Melisha underwent at year-old daughter! who died punishment."
she liked Voter.
"Not even a little bit," she
years plus one day for the dux was equally guilty least two days of torture last ~ay after bemg forced
According to testimony
torture death of their 4year- because she did not "so before she was found dead to drmk nearly two gallons Voter was living with Tina's said. "I knew he killed my
old daughter.
much as put a Band-Aid" on on a wet mattress at her of water. . '
mother, Marianne B sister."
Randy Collins, an inmate
The nine men and three Melisha's bloody and bat- home last Oct. 13 but said
.The gIrl, Tma Franks, Franks and the woman's
women of the jury found the tered body.
"the tragedy began" when dle~ May 8. at the Central five children in the nearby at the Mens Correctional
two defendants equally guil'
Maddux and his wife the child was returned last Man:te MedIcal Center in town Strong at the time of Center, testified he lived at
ty in the slaying last october blamed each other for the May to the couple, previous- Lewlst~n, two days af~er the girl's death. The woman the Franks' house trailer for
of Melisha Morganna Gib- cruel ty and abuse. At- Iy convicted of abusing her.
Voter tIed her hands behmd later married Voter in a a time and said he had seen
son, Mrs. Maddux's child by wrneys for both announced
Mrs. Maddux' attorney her back and poured water jailhouse ceremony after his both Voter and Mrs. Franks
a man now serving time for immediately they would ap- pictured her as an unwilling down her throat as punish- arrest on the murder force the children to drink
armed robbery.
peal, and Witt set May 7 to bystander to the torture, too ment for dropping her 'coat charges.
water.
"Wanda Maddux and hear defense motions for a terrified of her husband to on the ~oor.
Collins said h once heard
.
The g-irl's lo-year-old
MedIcal experts saId the halfslster testified in voter say to Tina, "You
Ronald Maddux, you have new trial.
try to interfere.
both been convicted of seDistrict Attorney General
But Fisher suggested the w.at~r put pressure ~n the Franklin County Superior drink. If you mess your
cond degree murder and I Richard Fis1ier, chief pro- couple wanted the child gIrl ~ brain, causmg a Court that Voter had said to pants, you'll eat it."
Another witnes, Mrs.
sentence you to 99 years and secutor for the trial, said back simply because she maSSIve ~r~bral edema.
Tina, "You'll drink this
The mInImum sentence water if it kills you." She Dayle Wacome of New
one day in the state peniten- neither Maddux nor his wife would bring a welfare check
for second degree ,murder said Voter later threatened Vineyard, tol~ the court the
tiary," Criminal Court will be eligible for parole for with her.
Judge James Witt intoned.
30 years if the sentences are
"I submit she aided and u~d~r the ~tate s new the other children with family had once visited her
Maddux, a pudgy part. allowed to stand.
abetted in the death of her cn.mmal code I~ 20 years in similar punishment if they and Voter had ~aid he had
forced the girl to drink
time carpenter with bulging
LeRoy Phillips, Maddux' child," Fisher said. "Was it jaIl. rrankhn County' misbehaved.
eyes, stared straight ahead, attorney, said the defense mother love that made her sugerlor Court Judge
"Deep in your mother's water as punishment. She
also said Voter had once
his hands clasped in front of lost the case when Witt want those children back or O
forced the girl to stand in the
him, when the jury foreman refused to transfer the trial was it that dag-gum welfare
read the verdict. His wife further away thi '9 Athens, check? What was the first
corner for eight hours.
ert Browne said he
On Monday, an ll-yearwearing a colorful striped only 30 miles from-the Mad- \bing they did when they
t
old half-sister testified
blouse and purple pants, dux' hom e tow n a f started getting welfare
Voter had tied Tina's hands
began crying and continued Cleveland. "I am just trying rho'"''
- - - -_. bo >sobbing as the couple stood to decide which of the 104 er- Witt sent the jury from the
and a belt, the girl said, and behind her back before forcfor the judge to pronounce rors I will use in my ap- courtroom before repriman·
he had once forced her to eat ing her to drink the water
sentence.
peal," Phillips saId.
ding Fisher. He told the
raw broken eggs, including May 6. Her mother was at
work at the time, she said.
Prosecutors demanded a
The district attorney drew dis t ric t a tt 0 rn e y his
the shellS.
life sentence for Mrs. Mad- a reprimand from the judge statements were "highly inThe girl said Tina cried
Voter was arrested Sept.
dux and "the greatest and brought defense at· flammatory" but refused to
22. He and Mrs. Franks and asked to go to the
number of years" possible torneys storming to their grant a mistrial.
were married Jan. 15 in the bathroom. She said the
for Maddux, who they said feet to demand a mistria' The Madduxes had been
Franklin County J ail, where youngster wet qer pants and
beat his tiny stepdaughter after he told the jUry to coni charged with first degree
he was being held without vomited after drinking the
,,'
.'_ sider "natural law" whict murder, but the charge was
water, and was so dizzv that
bail.
-, makes a mother protect he reduced after the Tennessee
she needed helo in walking.
young
Supreme Court, ruling in
another case, overturned
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aughtering: Brutal Ur Necessary?, q -{

MEAT CUTTING -- Lewis Peterson is shown here

cutting off a part of the forequarters of a carcass at
the slaughterhouse in Stockholm.

By Dwight Vance
Many people (other than
vegetarians) grea tly enjoy a
big, thick juicy steak. Nevertheless, when it comes to
thinking about the origins of the
gourmet's fare, some dainty
souls among us carniverous
beasts frighten themselves
right away from the dinner
table.
So then it all comes back to
the unanswerable question:
Does the animal know or sense
what's going on when the
execution pronouncement is
made? And, is slaughtering
cruel and gory?
Lewis Peterson, owner of
Peterson's Meat Market in
Stockholm, told this reporter a
tale which might allow one to
make a conslusion.
Peterson, whose store is a
combination meat market and
slaughterhouse, related, "We
operate under state inspection,
and every day we kill animals, a
state inspector is here. We're
under Federal law as far as
cleanliness is concerned."
He continued, "An amusing
incident happened last summer.
We were bringing a cow, with

long horns, very wild, into the
slaughterhouse room to kill. She
broke loose, chased us around
the .room, scaring the living
dayhghts out of the state ins~ct~r, ~nd ran out of the
bullding mto the woods. Ten
hours later we found her there,
so we had to shoot her on the
spot, bleed her, and drag the
carcass
ba~~
to
the
slaughterhouse.
" Then P~terso~ expl~ined,
Slaughter10g aJ1lma~s IS not
gory any more. Back 10 former
days, a sledge hammer was
used to stun the animals. Then
~ey were bled. But that method
IS outlawed today. We now shoot
~e animals with a .22 caliber
flfl~, then bl~e~ them, before
takl~g the 10Sldes out and
putt10g the carcasses into the
cooler for five days to a week
and a half."
"Besides butchering," the
man added, "we sell meat
retail, both native and western
beef... by the pound, or in any
quanity the customer may
want. We also sell and deliver
meat to stores. However, most
people come in here to make
retail purchases."

The entire meat market
including the slaughterhous~
part, is neat and modern in
appearance. Equipment there
includes a large cooler where
the beef and hogs are placed
after killing, and also an
electric cutting saw. The
hamburger machine is in the
wrapping room. The meat by
the way, is put through' the
hamburger grinding machine
twice before being wrapped.
There -is also a special room
for cow hides, where they are
spread flat and salted down
Peterson remarked, ;'A
fellow from Bangor picks up the
hides, of which some are exported. We don't scald our pigs
with hot water any more, but
skin them instead. There isn't
any market for pigskin hides up
here, though.
He went on, "Our customers
are now sending in their stock
early -- We're booked up ahead
for three weeks."
"But generally," noted
Peterson, "the farmers can
bring in animals any time they
want. We,have room here for 12
(Tllrn to PI!.

~
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aughtering
. Page 1 - This Section)
,- vt six cows."
i'he oosipessman described
-s"i'outine: "We butcher every
Tuesday, as a general rule, and
twice a week in the fall months.
We kill beef, hogs, cut tile meat
up and wrap it."
"On slaughtering days, we
often do 15 or 16 animals. There
are four of us who work here,
myself and my wife Marilyn,
Linda Thibodeau, and Milton
Landeen."
"Quite often," he resumed,
"Marilyn and Linda wrap up,
in one pound packages, 1500
pounds of hamburger a day, and
at the end of the day, they are
really ready for supper. Also,
when Milton and I kill 15 or 16
animals a day, we're ready for
supper, too!"
I wonder what's for supper.
Though the routine may be
somewhat rigorous, Peterson
appears sa tisfied tha t he occasionally can take a few days
off to pursue his hobbies of
fishing and trapping.
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WINNER -- Caribou's champion cross-counti6

ExplOSion rips through bUilding
In~, .. ~ tigat()rs probe wreckage of a building
arljacrnt ttl Caribou High Srhool. ,Minutes before an
explosion torr through the building. A state polire

bomb squad investigation team was reported on the
way to the :,cene Wednesda)' to probe the cause of the
blast. (NEWS Photo b,· Chris Snrllf"(~ \

1

skier Greg Wardwell looks no worse for wear af .
winning his fourth conseeutive overland ra
Saturday against Madawaska and Mars Hill
Caribou. Wardwell, a jUnior, is undefeated
varsity cross-country skiing this season. With m .:.
of Caribou's senior skiers taking S ~
examinations, Madawaska went home with
team honors in the three-way meet.

Greg Wardwell

STOCKHOLM STUDENTS -- Back in 1921,
students at Stockholm High School were (back
row) Carl Soderstrom, Agnes Beckstrom, Jacol)
Hedman, Ella Pierson, Freda Johnston, (middle
row) Hilda Tall, Elsie Pet~rson, Verna Hackett,

STOCKHOLM EIGHTH GRADERS -- in 1921
were front row: Georgie Gunnerson Dixon, Leona
Shory Henry, Anne Sandgren Peterson, Donald
Perkins, second row: Axel Tall, Fannie Sandgren,
Dor~ Gagnon Jarvis, Clara Halling, Gertrude
p .pe ~ar
~. ti e..
n
Beckstr

Helen Bumpus, Elsie Sandstrom, (front row)
Frederick Wessell, Dorothy Meleen, Jennie Rugan
and Glenn Vincent. (Photo courtesy of the
Stockholm Historical Society)

Ryan, Scott Hackett, third row: Ward Antworth
Vernly Shorey, Oliver Gunnerson, Mrs. Conden:
teacher, Gunner Sandstrom, Herbert Brown and
Clarence Anderson. (Photo courtesy of the
Stockholm Historical Society)

Stockholm
postmaster
recalls past
by Elvie Johnson
Edwin Bnssie, who was appointed postmaster of Stockholm by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, July 31,
1942, retired December 31, 1976
after 34 years of service. Bossie
served fi ve years as star route
prior to his appointment
postmaster.
Many changes have occured
ce he started. Some days
sie issued up to fifty money
s, "now ten is a big day,"
said.
There were many customers
mail order catalogs in his
ly years as postmaster and
used to deliver two hundred
and Roebuck catalogs
a year. In many intances, an order sent to Boston
Tuesday would be received
Thursday of the same week.
. service has dwindled.
During World War II he sold
many War Bonds. There used to

be 200 boxes (star, rural and
local and now there are over 375
boxes.
After I had been in office a
few weeks the rural mail
carrier told me "Postmasters
come and postmasters go, but
carriers go on forever". Guess I
proved him wrong.
During his term of office the
mail carriers were Herman
Anderson, Ernest Borjeson and
Roger
Bossie.
Arthur
Sodergren, served as substitute
mail carrier for the same
number of years. He has now
retired and the rural carrier is
Wesley Johnson of New Sweden.
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me death sitt·ng in chaer
POINT

OF

THE

_~mr<~~r-7T::-,.": MOUNTAIN, Utah (AP) -

: A five-man firing squad
executed killer Gary Gilmore on Monday, minutes
after a federal appeals
court ej€cted the last
attempt by. death penalty
oppon nt to keep him alive
again his wishes.
The execution was the
first in the United States in
nearly 10 years.
It was carried out after
the Utah attorney general,
a federal judge, and a
lawyer opposed to the
/~.'~:;;="' .• ?;.;:M death penalty took a preda wn flight to Denver to
argue issues raised in a
stay granted by U.S.
District Judge Willis Ritter
seven hours before the
execution.
Gilmore died bound to a
~*:.
chair by nylon ropes with a
hood over his head. Before
his death at 8:07 a.m. MST
Gary M. Gilmore
. . .~-G-
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cut

he spoke to two lawyers
and an uncle who witnessed
the execution.
The last-minute efforts of
death penalty opponents
included a bid to the
Supreme Court to reverse
the ruling of the 10th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals
overturning Ritter's
decision. But the high court
declined to enter the case,
ending the legal efforts.
After the Supreme Court
decided not to interfere in
the case,' Gilmore was
loaded into a van, driven to
a cinderblock building and
strapped into the chair.
Blood still dripped from
the chair and .unpainted
plywood execution stage as
prison officials led 150
newsmen in.
A capital punishment
opponent called Utah
"barbaric." A supporter of
See FIRING, Page 3

uad
•
I more

from page 1
some sorrow. He was a
the execution said delaying good man. He expressed
tactics had been "torture" love for children. tt
for Gilmore.
Gilmore was executed for
"Ut~h .has gross. and the murder of Bennie
barbarIC Justice," saId a Bushnell, 26, a Provo,
tearful Shirley Pedler, Utah, motel clerk. He had
sta te American Civil also admitted killing Max
Liberties Union director David Jensen, 24, an Orem
whose organization sought service station attendant.
the lastminute stays.
Both were shot during
"We did everything robberies. Each left a
possible. No failure can be young widow and a child.
He was never tried in the
attributed to the ACLU,"
she said.
death of Jensen.
Gilmore attorney Ronald
The death announcement
Stanger also spoke through was met with silence by
tears. He, attorney Robert about 60 death penalty
Moody and Gilmore's Opponents demonstrating
uncle, Vern DAmico, spent outside the prison fence.
the night with the inmate. They had been jubilant at
Stanger said Gilmore joked the stay, but turned morbid
and sang as his death as they watched Gilmore
approached.
carried in a light tan van
A break in that mood across t e prison complex
came when the temporary to die.
stay was announced.
In another demonstration
Stanger said Gilmore in Washington, eight
cursed Ritter, using strong persons were arrested for
refusing to leave the
obscenities.
He said the convict felt Supreme Court building
he had received a gift after the court refused to
because "he knew when he hear the Gilmore case.
was going to die and he felt
The shot~ that killed him
he was indeed fortunate."
could n"t be heard either in
Stanger added, "In the the br'efing room where
wee hours of the morning, newsmen waited or among
he expressed thanks and the demonstrators.
The body, at Gilmore's
The lawyers, DAmico request, was taken to the
and Lawrence Schiller, a
promoter who bought rights University Medical Cent~r
to the inmate's life story, in a body bag for use m
spoke about the execution.
transplants and re arch..
Schiller said a CatholIc
Warden Samuel Smith priest, the ]tev. Thomas
read a legal order while Mearsman, administered
Gilmore looked at him some rites, although
without quivering, Schiller Gilmore professed no
said. He added "Gary
rg'
H' I
'd he
re 1 Ion. IS awyer sal
looked up l'~or an extend.ed at
times expressed belief in
period of time and saId, reincarnation, the idea that
'Let's do it.' ".
he would live again as
Those apparently were someone else.
he inmate's last.~_._o.-,--_ __

Limbless un ed
gr ne custo
,

The U.S. Supreme Court
on Monday postponed the
scheduled execution of
convicted Texas murderer
Jerry Lane Jurek. The
justices told Texas officials
to keep Jurek alive until
the high court can consider
his formal appeal. Jurek
was convicted of the 1973
murder of lO-year-old
Wendy Adams. (AP Photo)
quick rapid succession bang, bang, bang," said
Schiller. "Gary's body
moved. His head turned
slightly to the left ...
Then, slowly, red blood
emerged from under the
black T-shirt onto the white
slacks."
His last meal was a
b rea k f as t 0 f egg ,
d
hamburger, potatoes an
coffee.
..
"I heard three no~ses m ·
\
.
1 announcement of
.Forrn~
th came to
Gilmore s de:
into a
cked
newsme~ p the prison.
room In
d .. tration building.
a mmlS
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) "You have to have faith
Celestine Tate, the limbless in yourself or you never
unwed mother who fought make it at anything," Miss
welfare officials' efforts to Tate said Friday after
take away her l-year-old Family Court J u d g e
daughter, Friday was Edward Rosenberg
awarded "full and free awarded custody at a
...:c..:.,u_st_o_d,:..y_.'_'_ _ _ _ _ _.... six-month • review of the
case.
"Mr. Rosenberg is a very
nice man, and I'm sure he
sees that I only want the
best for my child," Miss
Tate said after the ruling.
"If he would have
thought any thin }lad would
happen to my child, I'm
sure he would have ruled
against me," she said.
The Pennsylvania
D'epartment of Public
Welfare had challenged
Jane Crawford I'tll
Miss Tate's ability to care
for the child.
CrawfordBut she stunned hushed
c 0 u r t roo m spectators
Nelson
last spring by diapering
and dressing her daughter,
MILLINOCKET - Mr.
Niy a, with her lips and
and Mrs. Chester C.
tongue.
Crawford of 103 New Jersey
Rosenberg affi
d her
St. have announced the
custody right at at time
engagement of their
but ordered her td turn to
daught~r, Jane, to Warren
court in six m ths for
J. Nelson, the son of Mrs.
review. At Miss Tat e' s
Frances Nelson and the late
request, Rosen rg agreed
Ralph Nelson of Stockholm.
Friday to check the status
A Dec. 3 wedding is plannof the case again n~xt M~y.
ed.
Prior to the hearm~, MISS
Miss Crawford was
Tate expressed confidence
graduated from Stearns
that Rosenberg would rule
High School and Husson Col.
.
in her favor.
lege and is employed by ~he
"I can't see him saymg
·Millinocket Commumty
•
Hospital as medical records
supervisor.
Mr. Nelson was.graduated
from CariboU HIgh School
and Northern Maine Vocational Technical Institute.
He is employed as a ranger
at Baxter State Park.
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'N!Ni~_n. ~or~I
extra attention

She's wal
an
everything right now. Sh
can almost dress herself~ l
Miss Tate said.
w
"The DP\v declared rr.
unfit to be a motht
because of my physiC
disability, but
y failed
realize my me t
pacity, " she s

Miss Tate, who was bot
without arms or legs, sro'
she plans to marry.
23.year-old C mum 1
College
nt
Christmas
y and thf~
move into their O\e
apartment.
'f
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Mother arrested In
NEW YORK (AP) Like thousdands of small
town girls before, Joanne
Bash ld came to New York
from
a suburban
community to seek her
fortune, her mother recalls.
That was three years ago,
.Joanne was 21 at the time.
Last June, whatever
dreams she may have
I harbored shattered, Joannl'
applied for welfare, stating
she was six monti.;)
pregnant. Un married, she
said she did not know who
the unborn child's father
was.
New York Cith has more
than 1.1 illion persons on
relief, a
annually spends
more than $1 billion on
them . Joanne becamt' a
statistic with the others,
allotted $270 a month, $50
..m 0 re th an a sin'gle
'ecipient gets. The extra
oney was to help her
The dog, four months old
and weighing about 15
pounds, was destroyed
after the child's death.
Miss Bashold told police
she left the infant alone
. with the dog to guard it for
an hour and a half Labor
Tuesday efor; Criminal
Court Judge Hyma;
Solniker on a charge Gl
criminal negligence ;~
connection with the ihfantd
death. She was releascit ·
I withou~ bond to aW~r
grand Jurv action. l

prepare for the birth of her
child.
.
She never aksed for
more, never appeared
again at the we fare office,
made known no special
need for additional
assistance.
"Quite frankly," said a
welfare departme·nt
spokesman, "there
proba bly were other
resources open to her that
we would have provided
had we been made known
\
of special needs."
Miss Bashold gave birth
to a daughter, Carra, Sept.
1 at Bellevue Hospital. The
child was described as a
normal, healthy full - term
baby girl. '
Monday, at the age of six
days, ,the infant was killed
and partially eaten by her
mother's ~maciated, half starved German Shepherd
puppy in .a mean barren

aby's de th ,a Gi rl rescued

$120 a month two room
apartm-en in Spanish
Harle .
Only a rug and a wooden
folding chair were in the

aft e r 6 m 0 n t hS
in 'dungeon'

flat, along with an empty
refrigerator. The dog had
gone unfed for at least six
days.
Miss Bashold appeared

j

PORT MOODY,
Can a d a (UPI) - A
13-year-old girl, found
starved and weak in a
dungeon beneath a
neighbor's garage where
she was kept for six
months, told her abductor
in a note she knew God
would free her, police said
Tuesday.
A 43-year-old man, whom
police said was well known
to the girl and her family,
was a r rested and was
expected to face charges of
kidnaping and rape. His
home had been searched
several times following her
disappearance, poliee said,
but the dungeon -{)riginally
built as an air-raid shelter
beneat the garage-was not
found.
police said the girl, Abby
Drover, had been
frequently abused during
her ordeal and was
sometimes left alone for as
long as two weeks in the
10.by·7 foot room 10 feet
underground. So weak she
could hardly walk, she was
taken to a hospital for
treatment and an emotional
reunion with her family
and then her mother took
and her two sisters into
seclusion.
In a note scrawled on
pink letter paper to the

·

Day morning while she
returned to Bellevue to
retrieve a few meager
possessions. Amon, them
was about $20 in cash with
which she planned to buy
food· for herself, the child
and 'the dog.

L~gal Ald Society Lawyer
said she would be available
for psychiatric examination
if such was deemed helpful.
A cousin, Christine Hahn
said she would take care of
Miss Bashold for th time
being.

tense hec
By avid Bright
the NEftS Staff
a te and industry
ag i ulture officials
es' ated on day that the
recor
mperature which
plagued the state over p'art
of the eekend had killed
between
e arid a half to
tom illion chickens, an
amount equal to about 5
per cent of the state's total
poultry stock.
Officials said, however,
that the estimates were
just that and that there
would be no final
accountin until the end of
the week.
e was no one
in the
try willing
Monday
timate the
lollar loss, but so e of the
.tate agriculture. fficials
\ .egged it at close to one
I lnd a hal million dollars.
The Birds died of
uffocation when the large
arns in which
are
aised became toG hot
c cor din g to Ha r r .;
'heldon of the Cooperative
dension Service. Wheldo
id the barns are
~tilated by large fans
( ich draw outside air into
)0 structures, but that the
... tside air was simply to
'It tA ~lJow the birds to

It was generally agreed
that it was the worst toll of
Maine poult.ry, from any
cause, in a long time.
Barnard Lipman of the
Augusta - based Lipman
Poultry Co. aid that tnany
. morel birds probably would
have died had not some
farm ers learned from a
sim ilar experience three
yea rs ago and taken
p~ecautions to protect the
birds. In some cases fire
departments were called in
to hose down the roofs of
the barns to keep them
cool.
Most of the birds which
were killed were broilers,
and of tho e the heaviest
mortality was amoung the
larger flocks which were
just ready to go to market.
One processor said that of
a flock of eight - week old

~~edhal~i~r~ger::ba~~ie~~y,

Broilers are raised in
large three story barns
which total an average of
30,000 square feet (2,750
nU3re meters) of floor
,
h h'
s~ee. Suc a ouse mIght
hold up to 45,000 birds.
When temperatures rise
rn uc h above 90 or 95
degrees ahrenheit (32 to
.. ,.
~ , rr .. .,oc:
rpl~ilJsl the

kidnaper while she was a
prisoner, the girl wrote
"God has helped me so fa;
a~d. He will help me to the
finish. God works in
mysterious ways but what
He does is right."
The girl disappeared on
her way to school March
10. An intensive search of
the area, about 13 miles
east of Vancouver, failed to
find her. Fears were
expressed she had been
murdered .
Sunday night two
uniformed police officers
were called to a house near
the girl's home follOwing a
domestic complaint.
They saw a- man coming
out of a hole in the floor of
a garage behmd the house.
When they investigated.
they found the girl in the
tiny chamber underneath.
The dugout also contained
a' bed and chains.
"She . was in a pitiful
state physically ," the
police spokesman said.
"But she was very alert
mentally - we were
amazed at her mental
condition. "
Port Moody Police Chief
Len McCabe said the only
access to her dungeon wa~
through a trap door under c
cupboard.

Joanne 8asbold, 24, (a .ve) is booked by police in
New York Monday after b r 4·day-old baby, whi h she
had left unattended in her apartment, as killed by ber
dog. Police said the e aciated - looking dog (below)
bad not eaten or at least six days -before tbe attack.
The dog was destroyed. (AP Photo)

kell
h
I sen
birds stop eating, panic and
jam up together, eventually
smothering each ?ther,
according t~ ASSistant
Com m iss Ion e r 0 f
p I E tma
Agriculture au as
n,
who is heading up the
department tally of the
loss.
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s5rn e offiCials were
predicting the loss of the
birds and eggs would result
in price increases to the
consum er becau e of
increased demand, but
others sal'd that despite the
losses consumers could
-<t;ont'd. on I'age 2, Col. 4)
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HOSTESS - Born in Stockholm, Florentine Quist

has lived on her New Swenp.n f~rm
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Artist's conception of Viking lander on Mars
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Mysterious figures
Marks rcsembling painted letters "8"
and "G" and the numeral "2" appear on a
rock at left center inside the circle in this
television picture transmitted from l\'lars

b~ t~e Viking 1 lander Saturda
SclcntIsts said Saturday night the fig
were probably ('aused by unusual shad'::
and rock shap('s. CAP Photo)

Smokey Bear dies at 26
WASHINGTON

(UPI)

-

The

original Smokey Bear, who . became a
living symbol for fire prevention
campaigns after his 1950 rescue from
a burning forest in New Mexico, ' died
Tuesday of old age in a
"retirement" cage at the National
Zoo.

The 26-year-old black bear renamed "Old Smokey" after his
official retirement by the Forest
Service in May, 1975 - had slowed
down in his advanced years and was
feeble and arthritic of late.
He would not leave his cage the
last few days, . and was found dead
. Tuesday morning by attendants who
think he died in his sleep.
"It was just old age," said a
Forest Service spokeswoman.
She said the bear lived a good,
long life for his species, and was
more than 70 years old in human
terms.
He went to w,hat a proposed
. congressional resolution once called
"that great honey tree in the sky,"
she said.
The governm~t flew his 250·pound
body, pac}ted 1D a crate with dry
ice, home to New Mexico Tuesday as
provided in a 1974 congressional
resolution. A short burial ceremony, is
planned in the Smokey Bear
Historical State Park near Capitan,
N.M.
Old Smok~y was survived by his
mate, GoldIe, about 15, and their
adopted son - the new Smokey
Bpar.

I

Smokey Bear

A MINI-OASIS? -- No, its just a collection.of marijuana plants, along withr
numerous packets of the weed and sey I different kinds of pills and othe1(
paraphernalia seized in the Wednesday night drug raid in Caribou. The cach P
is estimated by Caribou police to be the biggest ever confiscated herfh
Patrolman Lewis McNeal is shown !nspecting an envelope containing what Je
reportedly high grade cocaine while Sergeant Dan Rossignol, left, looks ~I

.
COME ON NOW LITTLE PONY - Andrew Sjostedt, right, apparently had to
coax this little pony named Dolly to join the cavalcade of marche~s Saturday
in Stockholm's Bicentennial Parade, 'The Shetland pony was dnv,en by Ed~U";;J.J.~""'" a(~C01np' ~iID'E~ahiin for the rl~e,
.
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0/\ Til OF OFFICE -- New officers elected last
Wednesday at the Stockholm annual town meeting
,: . are sworn in by Merrita Anderson (right),
. :.,: ;:' moderator. From l~(!. a~.e Si.~o~. . . ~, Forsman and
~::::.. . : : : ;:;: ;: "

.: :.-: '.,.:. : : : ,: ,: : :. .;: ,; :;': : . .tt;:;',:'}'::·· ...

Melford G. Sjostedt, selectmen; Diane Anderson,
town clerk; Benjamin Anderson, school committee
member; and Gordon R, Dixon, selectman.
(Hopkins photo)
.::::::::.
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Aftermath at Caribou, Stockholm
t

\
The foundations are all that remain after fires at Caribou and
"\Stockholm. More than $150,000 in damage was caused when fire
~ Jestroyed a string of Caribou potato houses, left phot(). The chimney

keeps a lonely vigil over the foundation of the Brown School at
Stockholm, which was leveled by a Monday afternoon fire, right
photo. (Swanson Photos).
.

Susan Jepson

Betty Johnson

Peter Hanson

. Helping Hand
Betty Patterson, 29, has her hair combed by the Fort Fairfield CommunHy
Hospital director of social services, Mrs. Sh.aron Dorsey. (Flannery Photo)

n
Carol Albert

Lynn Albert

Their home town
Christine Robertson, Minnie Monson,
and Thorborg, Bondeson (left to right)
admire copies of the 100 ° page book~
published by the WoodI,and Bicentennial

u r

Roland Albert

Committee which presents a history of the
town. The book is titled "One Hundred
and Fifteen Years in Woodland."
(Sw nson Photo)

By Gloria Flannery
NEWS Correspondent .
FORT FAIRFIELD - Betty
Patterson of Caribou opened the
Christmas present her mother and
stepfather, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Dorman of New Sweden, brought to
her room at the Fort Fairfield
Community General Hospital.
.Inside the package was a warm
wmter coat.
A coat would seem a strang.e gift
for Mrs. Patterson, who is
quadraplegic, a condition stemming
from injuries in an auto accident in
which she suffered a fractured neck
causing paralysis from the neck'
down.
It was almost as if the tragic '
events which followed were forseen
because of the parents' insistence
that the gift be opened Dec. 10. This
turned out to be the last time Mrs.
Patterson saw the Dormans alive.
On the following Saturday, the
condition of Mrs. Dorman
terminally ill at home, worsened and
her husband called a niece, Mrs.
Pauline Wright, for help. Mrs.
Wright called an ambulance and
sent her husband and brother to the
Dorman'S house. When they arrived,
they found Donnan dead of a heart
attack.
Visting hours for family and
friends were held Dec. 16 at a
Caribou funeral home.
Mrs. Patterson was dressed in her
new coat, placed and strapped in the
car of the hospital's director of
social services, Mrs. Sharon Dorsey,
and driven to the funeral home. On
Dec. 17, a funeral service was held
for Dorman at 1 p.m. At 5 p.m. Mrs.
Dorman died.
Again, with Mrs. Dorsey t Mrs.
Patterson attended the visting hours
on Friday and the funeral of her
mother SaturdaY.
On Monday, Mrs. Patterson lay in

her hospital room facing a wall hung
with ribbons from funeral floral
arrangements, a table laden with a
decorative cross sent from the
funeral home and an assorted array
of greeting cards bearing messages
C?f. condolence. get well and holiday
WIshes, and tried to work some sort
of a plan for her future.
, 'I f the weather is good on
Christmas day, 1 want my three

daughters to be here and have
dinner with me," she said. Her
daughter, Robin, 10, a fourth grader;
Ida, 9, a student at the. ;Helen P.
Knight School f~' 'the han capped in
Caribou, and Billie Jo, 5, in
kindergarten, have been living with
Mrs. Patterson's ex - mother inla w , Mrs. Maurella Patterson of
Caribou. since the auto accident.
As for making long - range plans,
Mrs. Patterson recognizes some of
the problems she faces.
"I'm trying to find a way to be
with my :eaughters, if there is any
way possiDle. I miss them so much "
she said. "Nothing has worked 0'
yet, about anything."
"I have physical therapy five day.
a week," she added. "Now I can USf
my right arm a little. I can use t'
regular f9r~ and spoon .to fee.
myself. I Sit 10 the wheel chair evell ,
dayo. I plan tc? wal again. Ie
may take some tim , but I'm goilal
to function again the way I d b
before the accident happened.
cc
. "My doctor said I could go hono
10 two weeks, but I don't know whr i
that woul.d be. I have to holel
someone With me 24 h urs a day.'" a
Mrs .. Patter on and her husbl1d
were divorced about a year an·in
half ago. The 29 • year . old woret
does not want to go into a nurlln
home, preferrin to live in a p,ri, c:
home with her three Chlldin
Otherwise. friends said the chil(l e
might have to be separated en
placed in homes.
S
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Stockholm Girl Becomes
Bride In "Rhode Island

Ella M. Tall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs . Axel W. Tall of
Stockholm, and William P .
Dougal, son of Mr . and Mrs.
Peter D. Dougal of Wilbraham,
Mass ., were married on Sunday , Feb . 23, at Saint
Catherine's Church in Warwick,
R.I.
•
The bride is a public health
nutritionist with the Rhode
Island State Department of
Health in Providence, R.I., and
the groom is the associate vice
president of Rhode Island
Hospital,in Providence.

BOUCHER-PLOURDE PLAN MARRIAGE --

Mr. and Mrs. Simon Boucher of Sinclair are proud
to announce the engagement of their daughter,
Brenda Lea, to Gregory (Bud) Plourde, Jr. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Plourde of Stockholm. Miss
Boucher is a 1975 graduate of Wisdom High School,
St. Agatha. She is currently attending Northern
Maine Vocational Technical Institute in Presque
. Isle. Plourde is a 1973 graduate of Caribou High
School and a 1975 graduate of NMVTI. He is employed by Potato Service, Inc., of Presque Isle. No
date has been set for the wedding.

ONE SPORTSMAN AND HIS STORY -- Sportsmen's, Inc. , observed it's 25th
Anniversary and paid tribute to past presidents at a supper with their wives on
July 12 at it.s lodge at Axel Siding. Shown are the first officers and directors of
the organization in 1951, 1. to r., seated: Jim Briggs, president; Phil Peterson,
~e president; Byron Hamilton, secretary; Earl Kelley, director; 1. to r.,
\. 'ding, Hartford Holmquist, Perley Merrithew, Wilson Gallagher, Stanley
9- , ~r; and kneeling, Ernest Ashby, all directors.

The bride, escorted by ~er
father chose a gown of whlte
Quian~ knit accented by pear:s
on satin cuffed sleeves. She
carried a bouquet of calla lilies.
Mrs . Nicholas Noyes of
Machias was her sister'S
matron of honor and Robert P.
Dougal of Providence, R.I.,
served as best man for his
brother .
Nicholas T. Noyes of Machias
the bride's brother-in-law, was
the soloist and J. William
Breslin of Malden, Mass.
ushered.
The newlyweds received their
guests at the Chateau d~ Ville in
Warwick, and upon thelr return
from a wedding trip to the
American and British Virgin
Islands, will make their home in
Warwick.
The new Mrs . Dougal
received a B.S. degree in foods
and nutrition from the
University of Minnesota. She i
the president of the Rhode
Island Dietetic Association.

MRS. WILLIAM DOUGAL
(ELLA TALL)

Inside the kidnap von
. id
the van, but were allowed to shoot
pictures after the van doors were opened.
This is how it looked Fri~ay IDS. e
the van in which the ~ Chowchilla, Cahf. t
Officials said the hole in the top of .the van
school children and their bus driver were
was where the children were put mto the
held captive in Uvermore, Calif., quarry
after being abducted last ~eek.
vehicle. (AP Photo)
Photogra,Ehers were not allowed lDside __ _
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·Histor/ons of Stockholm
'!be articles of IncorporaUon are aD drawn
up and the BedgliDg Stockholm Historical
Society Is weD on Its way to becoming a nonprofit orgaDizaUon. President Elvie JohnSon
(left) Margaret Anderson, society secretary,
and RusseD Peterson, vice president, look over

the paperwork. The group already has a Ifttle
blstory of Its own beblnd It, with a growing
membership and expanded ~ge of activities
since It started up this past June. (Swanson
Photo)

LEGION ' OFFICERS -- Stockholm Legion Officers for 1976-77 are, left
right, front row, Hanford Dixon, Adjutant; John Simpson, Service v ...... "'__
Louis Campbell, Sergeant-At-Arms; Back Row, I to r, Gordon R. Dix~
Commander; Gary MaIm, 1st Vice Commander; Paul Bondeson, Assist~tl
Adjutant and Athletic Officer; Vaughan Higgins, Chaplain; Louis LaFor~
2nd Vice Commander; Elwood Peterson, Finance Officer; Ronnie Ouellele .
Assistant Sergeant-At-Arms; Maynard Pelletier, Child and Youth Ofr

AUXILIARY OFFICERS -- StOCkholm Legion Auxiliary officer~ elec:~~
1976-77 were left to right, Chaplain, Marilyn Pearson; President~bb
Simpson; 1st Vice President, Marie Anderson; 2nd Vice ~resi~ent, Ncv
Griffin; Secretary, Helen Anderson; Treasurer, BeatrIce DIxon; era
Higgins and Cecile Levesque, 'Historians; and Sergeant-At-Arms, ~r ~
Ouellette.

,

.

LANCASTER BEAULIEU AND COLLINS RECOGNIZED AS 'OUTSTANDING CITIZENS' -- At the annua~ Caribou Chamber o~, Comme~ce
banquet Thursday evening, three local reSIdents were pr~sente? outsta~dmg
citizenship" awards for 1975. All three w~re men of the ~Ity, wIth each hIghly
active in community affairs. ,They are, pIctured left to right, Jack Lancaster,.
Pete Beaulieu and Don Collins.

\ q', 1
KES yOU BAKE -- Orilla Forsman,

PANCA
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'STOCKHOLM'S PERKINS-PLOURDE POST
I HONORS OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERIVANTS -- Saturday evening, the American Legion
Post of Stockholm named six area residen~ as

"outstanding citizens." The Post also recogruzed
\ ~be Aroostook Republican and News and Cary
~"..lblic Relations Director Marion Cromwell for

service in promoting Legion programs. Pictured
above, left to right, are outstanding citizen Delmar
Brissette, Cary PR director Marion Cromwell, and
outstanding citizens Jack Lancaster, Mrs. ,
Toreborg Bondeson, Alfred Margeson, Kenneth
Matthews and Gordon Dixon.

\
CAROL ANN WARDWELL

Mr. and Mrs. Alton L. Wardwell of Stockholm have announced the engagement of
their daughter Carol Ann to Mr.
John P. Hanley, Jr. of Togus.
Miss Wardwell is a 1973
graduate of Caribou High
School and a 1975 graduate of
NMVTI. She is presently. em-

ployed by Bancroft and Martin
of South Portland.
Mr. Hanley is a 1972 graduate
of Cony High School and a 1975
graduate of NMVTI. He is
employed by Kenneth C. Sparks
and Associa te of Gardiner.
An October 3rd wedding is
<
planned.

II

HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES DONATE $500 TO RICHARD PlJANTE FUND --

Employees a t Cary Memorial Hospital in Caribou, touched by the plight of a
little boy in need of a n~w kidney, took up a collection to help pay ~or a kidney
transplant for young Richard Plante of this city. Altogether the Cary p~ple
accumulated $500 toward the Fund for the littl~ boy. At present, the American
Legion Post of Stockholm, who are handling the donations, have collected well
over $2,000 toward the Plante family's medical expenses. Pictured above, left
to right, are J acqui Myers and Marion Cromwell, of Cary Memorial, and
Gordon Dixon, representing the Perkins-Plourde American Legion Post of
Stockholm. as they count the donations.

SUPPORT CARIBOU HOSPITAL -- The Perkins-Plourde Post 136 and
Auxiliary of the American Legion in Stockholm voted to pledge $450 to the
Cary Memorial Hospital building fund. Here, Beatrice Dixon of the Auxiliary,
Elwood Peterson of the Post and Commander Simpson display the check with
Auxiliary, Elwood Peterson of the Post and Commander Simpson display the
check with Auxiliary President Pearson and Albert Gahagan of Caribou.
Gahagan was on hand to accept the check.

.
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RICHARD HALLOWELL - ONE, TWO, THREE, AND FOUR
Four

generations of Richard Hallowells gathered at the 88th birthday of Richar~
Hallowell Sr. shown here holding three weeks Qld Richard IV with Richard III
(left) and Richard Jr., (right), All reside in Caribou.
I ~ 7 j-"P
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Jean

necomes
Mrs. Jeffrey Ross
;)anUStTUrfJ

Miss Jean Marie Sandstrom
;)f Portland, formerly of
Stockholm, became the bride of
Jeffrey Stephen Ross of Portland on May 22 at the Hewman
Center of the University of
Maine at Orono . The Rev . Real.
Nadeau officiated at the double
rmg ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr . and Mrs. Carl E. Sandstrom of Stockholm, and the
groom is the son of Judge and
MrS. Ralph H. Ross of Sanford.
Miss Ruth Nelligan was the
organist for the \\edding. .
For her wedding, the bnde
wore a long white, cotton and
polyester dress, which included
an empire waist, an A-line skirt
with flounced hem. bodice of
.cotton lace and draw string,
puffed upper sleeves with long
buttoned, lace-trimmed c~ffs
and an Elizabethan collar with
cotton lace. Her headpiece was
of white carnations and baby's
breath, and for a bouquet, she
carried white carnations,
baby's brea th and lily~f-the
valley with green leaves.

The maid of ' honor was
Cynthia Sandstrom I sister of the
bride, from San Diego, Calif.
The groom's attendant was
Raymond Roy, a friend of the
groom from Sanford, while the
ushers' included C. Bruce
Sandstrom brother of the bride
from Sto~kholm, and Brian
Ross, brother of the groom from
Sanford.
Following the wedding
ceremony, a reception was held
at the Ramada Inn in Bangor.
The guest book was handled by
, Deborah Ross. sister of the
I
groom, while numeroUS friends
and relatives attended to
congratula te the newly-wed

I

1912 MUST HAVE BEEN A VERY GOOD YEAR! -- This picture postcard
was loaned to the Aroostook Republican by the Caribou Historical SOciety. The I
fertilizer recipe that causedlhis excellent yield must have been lost along the
way, but perhaps it's for th~ best. After all, who wants to peel these potatoes!

IT'S GOOD TO BE HOME - After months of
needles and pills, a kidney transplant operation and
related surgeries, Richard Plante of Caribou is
home at last. And thanks in no small part sa}
Richie's family members, to tne many sympathetic
residents who donated to help pay for the little
boy's life-saving trea tment. The first thing Richie
did u~n arrival in Caribou Wednesday was to ask
for hIS pets, Leroy and Bonnie, who, somewhat
reluctantly, pose with him above. .
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d forces school C osing
By Dean.Rhodes
NEWS Presque Isle Bureau
CARIBOU - When school officials here understood
\ the chill factor had reached 65 below zero Monday
I afternoon, they let pupils go home early.
After seven straight days that were so cold
Aroostook County dwellers felt like they were closing
in on the last 100 yards before the North Pole,
residents in the county seat of Houlton Monday were
, turned into believe s. It felt like they had reached the
pole at last.
The U. S. Weather Service at Caribou reported
~ Houlton, with a morning low of 27 below, apparently
was the coldest spot in the nation, outside Alaska.
Caribou, showing a minus 16 Monday morning.
grabbed its share of the 'Dr. Zhivago' - like limelite
later in the day, when temperatures hovered near
eight below and winds peaked around 31 knots, ,which
the weather forecaster said produced a 55 to 60 below
chill factor.
The weather prognosticator offered only a small ray
of hope for warmth in the north country in the next
couple of days, as Bangor basked in 16 ,above readings

I

Believe It Or Not

I 97.:J

and Portland showed 21 above Monday afternoon.
At Bangor, the mercury hung well below the
freezing mark for the eighth straight day Monday.
The marathon cold spell swept into the Bangor area
on the heels of a Jan. 26 snow storm. Temperatures
during that time have ranged from an unofficial -16
degrees at 6 a.m. on Feb. 2 to a 31-degree reading that
accompanied a spell of freezing rain on Jan. 29.
The second half of a one-two punch winter cold wave
continued not exactly abated in Aroostook County,
with the weatherman predicting a Tuesday morning
low at Caribou of 15 'to 25 below zero, to be followed
by a Wednesday morning low of five to 15 below.
The high at Caribou Wednesday should get up into
the teens, the forecaster predicted, after a high of zero
to five above Tuesday.
U. S. weather records at Caribou show the current
Aroostook cold weather began Jan. 27 with the
daytime high showing 14 above in the period.
.
This was just after the county had barely recovered
from a cold spell lasting from January 15 to 23 in
which the mercury dipped to 29 below.

One Tiny Balloon
Floated 1,000 Miles
Who would believe that a child's rubber baIlon, filled
with helium, could travel from Ohio to Maine?
Well, Paris Snow of Caribou is a believer. While hunting
deep in the woods several weeks ago between Blackstone
Siding and the Eagle Lake Road, Snow found a broken
balloon hanging from the limb of a tree. Tied to the
balloon was a small card saying 'God loves you,' signed
Joy Seymour.
.
Snow mailed the card, which has an Ohio address on it,
with an explanation of where he found it.
Joy's father wrote back, explaining that the children of
the Moore Memorial United Methodist Church released
the balloons as a Sunday School project on Sept. 21st.
Snow found the balloon Nov. 21st, two months later.
Northern Maine was the farthest that any of the balloons
had ,been known to travel, according to the Ohio church
group.
The Caribou Weather Bureau confirmed the possibility
of such a feat occuring, although, at the same time, indicating that it was quite unusual.
During the fall, southeast winds prevail. By chance, the
balloon was somehow held down, low enough so that it did
not burst in the thinner air of the upper atmosphere.
The prevailing winds apparently carried the balloon
along for almost 1,000 miles before it burst and fell into the
woods of northern Maine.

Caribou.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Dahlgren,
are being congratulated on the
birth of their first great grandson, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Capobianco, on Feb. 23. He h~s
been named Peter Allen. Hls
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dexter Dahlgren of New York.

Ferd Dahlgren was taken by
ambulance to the Cary
~emorial Hospital in Caribou
for treatment for injuries
received in a 14-foot fall from
his roof where he was shoveling
snow. Mr. Dahlgren is 88 Yejlrs
young. ,if 1 ~

,

Sign of the seasons
Hubcaps have been flying every-which-way in front of Mike
Sandstrom's Stockholm home since spring thaws opened up a big pothole
in front of the hOll c on Route 161 near l'fadawaska Lake. Timothy
Sandstrom, 10, collected 14 hubcaps 11 of which are still nailed to the
~E~ph~[)ne pole waiting for their owners to retrieve them. (Swanson Photo)

'

Stockholm's old and new
Stockholm has a new post office, but for a
while it appears to have two 8$ the old and the
new stand side by side. Last Aug. 25 a motorist
drove his car through the north wall of
Stockholm's Post Office. When Postmaster
Fdwfn Bossie learned that it wo ~d cost about

$10,000 to repair the damage, be decided to
construct the new buDding and has done much of
the work hlmseU. He moved into the new posf
office Monday and expects to have the old one
tom down by next week. (Swanson Photo)

